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from the editor

Who’s on First?
The Succession Plan

B y  d e B o R a h  W e i n s T e i n

Once� again,� it’s� time� to� implement� the� magazine’s�
established� succession� plan.� Not� long� after� you�
receive� this� issue,�my� term�as�Editor-in-Chief�will�
end� and� I� will� have� the� pleasure� of� passing� the�

editorship� to� my� colleague� on� the� Editorial� Board,� Kim� R.�
Jessum.�The�great�thing�about�having�a�succession�plan�is�the�
pleasure�and�comfort�of�knowing� that�an�endeavor�will�be� in�
very�able�hands�in�the�future.
Succession� planning,� succession� planning,� succession�

planning.� � You� hear� it� at� almost� every� turn� these� days.� It’s�
the� topic� I� hear� about� most� from� attorneys,� law� firms� and�
business� people.� As� we� attorneys� know,� historically� in� the�
firms,�there’s�been�a�strong�link�between�business�development�
and�succession�planning.�The�attorney�who�brings�in�the�most�
business� is�often�viewed�as� the�heir� apparent�or,� at� least,�has�
first�dibs�at�becoming�the�firm’s�next� leader.�He�or�she�is� the�
standard-bearer�for�the�future.�The�plan�writes�itself.
Today,�however,�law�firms�and�business�leaders�increasingly�

view� a� succession� plan� as� the�
opportunity� to�make� big� changes�
–� changes� that� go� far� beyond�
picking�the�next�chief.��
As�a�result,�for�today’s�leaders,�

one�of� the�biggest�challenges�has�
become� how� to� shape� the� future�
of� their� organizations.� It’s� a� tall�
order.��
Some� business� people� and� law�

firm� management� are� already�
carrying� out� their� plans.� Others�
are� just� now� beginning� to� think�
seriously� about� it� and�wondering�
where�to�begin.���
One�concern�I�have�is� that�you�

be� careful� not� to� jump� in� too�
quickly�with�a�plan�for�succession.�
Slow� down� and� take� stock� of�
the� current� situation.� Go� beyond�
running�the�numbers.�Take�a�hard�
look� at� everyone� in� your� current�
workforce� –� lawyers,� other�
professionals,� administrators� and�
staff� –� and� evaluate� how� they� fit�
or�don’t� fit� into� the�vision�of� the�
future� that� you� have� in� mind.�
Don’t� just� rely� on� your� own�
perceptions� or� what’s� on� paper.�
Ask�around.��
When�it�comes�to�the�workforce,�

surprising� results� have� come� out�

of�research�looking�at�turnover.�For�instance,�it�is�much�more�
likely�that�a�younger�person�will�leave�an�organization�than�an�
older�person.�Likewise,�the�expectation�that�people�will�retire�at�
particular�ages�has�of�late�not�been�born�out.����
Perhaps� the� saddest� outcomes� of� the� planning� process� that�

I� have� seen� are�where� the� identified� future� leadership� leaves�
before� execution� of� the� plan� is� complete.� “If� only� we� had�
known!”� a� firm� administrator� recently� told�me.� “We� lost� the�
people�we�most�wanted�to�stay�and�are�looking�for�exit�strategies�
for�the�people�we�don’t�see�fitting�into�the�firm’s�future.”��
If�only�they�had�asked.
Thinking� about� this� process� brings� to� mind� “Who’s� on�

First?”,� the� vaudeville� comedy� routine�made� famous� by�Bud�
Abbott�and�Lou�Costello.�It’s�built�on�the�premise�that�Abbott,�
the�team’s�coach,�is�identifying�the�players�on�a�baseball�team�
to�Costello,�who�is�just�joining�the�team.�To�start�with,�Costello�
understandably�must�know�their�names�and�the�positions�of�the�
other� team�members.�But� the�names� that�Abbott�offers�aren’t�

very�helpful.�When,�for�example,�
Costello� asks� “Who’s� on� first?”,�
Abbott�answers�“Who.”�Costello,�
however,�can’t�figure�out�whether�
Abbott�is�saying�he�doesn’t�know�
the� name�of� the� first� baseman�or�
that� the�player’s�name�actually� is�
“Who.”�This�shtick�is�repeated�in�
various�forms�for�the�other�players�
on�the�team.
Costello’s� attempt� to� gather�

information� about� the� other�
players� quickly� devolves� into�
mass� confusion� and� hilariously�
so.� At� the� same� time,� Costello�
becomes�increasingly�frustrated.��
Comedy�aside,�as�a�new�member�

of�the�team�Costello�appears�to�be�
asking�all�the�right�questions.��
When�it�comes�to�developing�a�

succession� plan,� Costello’s� first�
steps� are� the� ones� that� should�be�
pursued�–�taking�stock�of�the�team�
(though� avoid� “Abbotts”� at� any�
cost!).��
But�then,�you�need�to�go�further�

–� much� further.� What� will� your�
firm,�practice�or�organization�look�
like� in� five� years?� In� 10� years?�
What�do�you�want�it�to�look�like?�
Where�do�you�want� to�be?�What�
are� the� external� forces� you� need�
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to� take� into� consideration?�What’s� the�
competition�up� to?�Who�can�you�count�
on� for� the� future?� Where’s� the� dead�
wood?�What’s� the�“succession�plan� for�
them?”� And� finally:� Who� is� going� to�
lead?������
For� the� process� to� succeed,� current�

leadership� must� be� aligned� among�
themselves�and�with�the�next�generation.�
Is� today’s� management� truly� ready� to�
commit�to�a�plan?�Is�the�next�generation�
prepared� and� committed� to� executing�
the�plan?����
Finally,�succession�planning�is�actually�

for� everyone� –� not� just� leadership� or�
management.�What�about�you?�Do�you�
have�a�vision�of�the�future?�For�yourself?�
For�the�firm�or�organization�where�you�
are�practicing�law?�Do�you�see�yourself�
moving� to� a� different�work� or� practice�
setting?

For�all�of�us� in� the� legal�community,�
these� questions� must� be� answered� to�
enhance�the�likelihood�that�our�practices,�
our� firms,� legal� departments� and� legal�
services� organizations�will� not� only� be�
sustained�but� thrive.�There� is� no� better�
time�than�now�to�begin�or�continue�the�
succession�planning�process.

 
Deborah Weinstein (dweinstein@
weinsteinfirm.com), editor-in-chief of The 
Philadelphia Lawyer, is president of The 
Weinstein Firm, which provides employers 
with legal consulting, training and litigation 
on workforce issues.  She also teaches 
employment law to future managers at The 
Wharton Business School. Material for 
this column comes in part from a program 
Weinstein presented earlier this year for the 
Philadelphia Chapter of the International 
Network of Boutique Law Firms. 
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A lmost�50�percent�of�lawyers�
said�experience�or�training�in�
a�high-demand�practice�area�is�

the�best�attribute�new�law�school�gradu-
ates�can�possess,�according�to�a�new�
survey�from�Robert�Half�Legal.
According� to� the� survey,� the� most�

marketable� criteria� were� training� or�
experience� in� a� high-demand� practice�
area,� 44� percent;� law� school� or� class�
ranking,� 19� percent;� technological�
proficiency,� 9� percent;� project�
management� skills,� 8� percent;� joint�
J.D.� and�MBA� degree,� 5� percent;� and�
bilingual�ability,�2�percent.
“Although�the�economy�is�improving,�

recent� law�school�graduates�are�facing�
the�most�difficult�job�market�in�decades�
because�they�are�competing�with�more�
experienced� lawyers� who� also� are�
looking�for�work,”�said�Charles�Volkert,�
executive�director�of�Robert�Half�Legal.�
“While� academic� performance� and�
law� school� ranking� remain� important,�
candidates� who� can� add� immediate�

value� to� revenue-generating� practice�
groups�are�taking�precedence.”
Volkert� added� that� new� graduates�

must� also� show� that� they� are� well�

rounded.�“Firms�want�junior�associates�
who�have�a�strong�work�ethic,�are�self-
motivated� and� possess� exceptional�
research,� analytical,� communication�
and�organizational�skills.”

Volkert� offered� the� following� job-
search�tips�to�law�school�graduates:
•��Make� the� most� of� your� time.�
Hiring�managers� look� favorably� on�
candidates�who�have�used�their�post-
graduation� period� wisely.� Use� this�
opportunity� to� secure� informational�
meetings� with� potential� employers.�
Also�sign�up�for�additional�training,�
including� certified� legal� education,�
and� business� development� and�
technology�classes.

•��Consider�pro�bono�or�project�work.�
These� short-term� assignments� can�
help� you� make� valuable� contacts�
and�develop�skills�future�clients�will�
seek,� and� may� even� lead� to� a� full-
time�role.

•��Rethink� the� firm� route.� Consider�
clerkships�that�offer�one�to�two�years�
of� formal� training� and� can� serve� as�
an� entree� into� a� long-term�position.�
Also,� don’t� overlook� mediation� or�
alternative� dispute� resolution,� and�
public�interest�roles.�

strategic plans ■ keys to job hunt ■ bench-bar ■  in memoriam

BriefsBriefsBriefs
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D eveloping�a�firm-wide�strategic�
plan�is�the�best�way�to�improve�
a�firm’s�financial�performance�

during�the�current�economic�climate,�
according�to�a�majority�of�law�firm�
managing�partners�surveyed�at�the�recent�
Managing�Partner�Forum�Annual�Confer-
ence.
The� conference,� focused� on�

developing� more� profitable,� cohesive�
and� sustainable� law� firms,� attracted�
high-level�decision�makers�representing�
large-to-boutique� law� firms.�More� than�

65� managing� partners� attended� the�
conference�in�Atlanta.
“Most� participants� said� their� firms�

fared� well� during� the� recession,� but�
they� are� cautiously� optimistic� about�
the� future,”� said� John� Remsen� Jr.,�
president� and� CEO� of� The� Managing�
Partner� Forum� and� president� of�
TheRemsenGroup.� “Many� need� help�
finding� solutions� for� issues� that� are�
preventing�growth.”�
In� addition� to� strategic� planning,� the�

managing�partners�said�they�planned�to�

pursue� key� lateral� hires� and� lucrative�
mergers;� improve� practice� group�
management;� address� underperforming�
equity�partners;�and�solicit�and�respond�
to�client�feedback.
“Reducing� non-legal� staff� while�

cutting� overhead� expenses� across� the�
board� was� also� an� option� still� being�
explored�by�a�few�firms,”�said�Remsen.�
“Others� plan� to� implement� alternative�
client�fee�arrangements,�revise�associate�
pay�structure,�and�reduce�the�number�of�
associates�and�paralegals.”

Firm-Wide Strategic Plans Key to Better Financial Performance, Partners Say

Survey: Experience, Training Keys in Job Hunt for New Law School Graduates



T hirteen�CLE�programs�in�a�variety�of�practice�areas�
are�being�planned�for�the�Philadelphia�Bar�Associa-
tion’s�Bench-Bar�and�Annual�Conference�on�Oct.�

15-16�at�the�Borgata�in�Atlantic�City,�N.J.
The� CLE� programs,� in� which� attendees� can� earn� up� to�

eight� hours� of� credit� (including� the� opportunity� to� earn� two�
ethics�credits),�will�feature�judges�and�some�of�the�city’s�most�
well-known� practitioners,� who� will� use� their� expertise� and�
experience�to�enlighten�attendees.
A� dramatic� re-enactment� commemorating� the� 275th�

anniversary� of� Andrew� Hamilton’s� historic� 1735� defense�
of� printer� John�Peter�Zenger�will� be� offered� for�CLE� credit�
as� the� opening� program� on� Friday,�Oct.� 15.� �A� state-of-the-
court� program� will� also� be� offered� for� CLE� credit� as� the�
closing�program�on�Saturday,�Oct.�16.�Please�note�that�course�
descriptions�and�panelists�are�subject�to�change.�
To�take�advantage�of�early�bird�price�packages,�register�at�

philabenchbar.org�by�Friday,�Sept.�17.

Perry�S.�Bechtle
May 9, 2010, Age 84

Paul�D.�Hardy
May 29, 2010, Age 73

Hon.�Charles�P.�Mirarchi�Jr.
May 11, 2010, Age 85

Robert�J.�Thompson�Sr.
Apr. 11, 2010, Age 82

Elliot�Unterberber
May 11, 2010, Age 86

David�N.�Zeehandelaar
Mar. 19, 2010, Age 55
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Please send In Memoriam notices 
to tplmag@philabar.org.

Have you considered a contribution to the Philadelphia Bar 
Foundation in memory of a de ceased colleague?

For information, call Gene Sirni, 
Foundation Executive Director, at 215-238-6334.

Get Published in

The Editorial Board of this mag-
azine welcomes submissions 
from attorneys and other profes-
sionals who wish to share their 
expertise on law-related topics.

Articles must be original and 
previously unpublished.

Manuscripts should adhere to 
the following word counts:

*  Major Law-Related 
       Articles: 2,000 words

*  Other Law-Related 
      Features: 1,500 words

*  General Interest: 1,500 words

*  Fiction: 1,000 words

*  Practice Areas: 750 words

*  Essays or Humor: 750 words

*  Book Reviews: 750 words

For more information 
about submitting articles, 

e-mail: tplmag@philabar.org.

Bench-Bar at Borgata Oct. 15-16



A�nine-hour�workday�consists�of�being�
hooked�up�to�a�har-
ness,�dragging�a�heavy�
load�(three�times�his�

body�weight),�while�walking�on�relent-
less�pavement�or�cobblestone�–�with�
every�painful�step,�increasing�the�risk�of�
lameness�or�other�injury.�He�
has�no�meaningful�socializa-
tion,�whether�while�working�
or�while�being�intensively�
confined�to�a�stall.�He�is�
unable�to�reposition�his�face�
to�breathe�anything�other�
than�toxic�exhaust�fumes�
emanating�from�the�tailpipe�
of�the�motor�vehicle�ahead.�
He�wears�blinders�so�as�not�
to�be�distracted�by�all�of�the�
visual�stimulation�around�
him,�but�he�cannot�block�out�
the�unnerving�sounds�of�traf-
fic�zooming�by�on�either�side.�
He�is�literally�being�followed�
by�his�own�fecal�matter�in�a�
bucket�that�hangs�from�his�
end,�and�bangs�on�his�sore�
legs.�
This� is� the� life� of� a� horse� as� he� lugs�

around� tourists� of� all� sizes� in� weather�
of� all� extremes� throughout� the� uneven�
streets�of�Philadelphia.
There� are� several� other� means� to�

tour� our� city� “That� Loves�You� Back,”�
including� Trolley� Tours,� The� Phlash,�
Ride� the� Duck,� Big� Bus� Tours,� etc.�
If� someone� wanted� a� motor-free,�
“greener”� option,� we� could� start� using�
human� rickshaws� or� pedicabs.� None�
of� these� options� intentionally� puts� an�
animal�at�risk�of�injury�and�all�of�these�
are� far� safer� for� Philadelphia� citizens�
and�tourists.�In�fact,�one�cannot�fathom�
a� more� dangerous� sanctioned� tourist�
activity�for�animal�and�human�alike�than�
the�horse-drawn�carriage�rides.�As�many�
are� aware,� there� was� a� horse� carriage�

accident� in� the�early�morning�hours�on�
April�19,�2010,�when�a�car�slammed�into�
a� line�of�horse� carriages� in� the�historic�
district,�injuring�the�horses�and�sending�
three� drivers� to� the� hospital.� Consider�
these� headlines� regarding� horse-drawn�
carriage�accidents�in�other�cities:

Child Killed in Carriage Crash

Little Girl Dies in Tragic Accident
13 Hurt as Frightened Horse Hits 

Runners in Park
Horse Bolts & Injures 3 in Midtown
Tourist Run Over by Horse
Carriage Horse is Electrocuted on 

Street
Hansom Horse Dies in Harness
For Central Park Carriage Horse, 

Death Arrives Inelegantly
Carriage Horse Dies While Bolting 

Onto a Sidewalk
Michael�Kates,�spokesperson�from�76�

Carriage� Company,� told� Fox29� News�
that�it� is�reckless�motor�vehicle�driving�
that� causes� accidents� with� carriages�
and� that� the� horses� and� operators� are�
“the� victims”� in� the� accident� “and� not�
a�contributing� factor.”�But� it’s� the�very�

nature� of� the� industry� that� leads� to�
tragic�traffic�accidents.�As�prey�animals,�
horses� easily� become� spooked� by� loud�
traffic� noises� and� instinctively� bolt.� In�
the�crowded�streets�of�a�bustling�city,�the�
scenario� quickly� becomes� disastrous.�
It’s� frankly� shocking� that� the� City� of�
Philadelphia� can� ignore� such� data� and�
permit� (and,� indeed,� endorse)� a� tourist�
activity� that� is� more� appropriately�
described� as� an� accident� waiting� to�
happen.
It� is� no� secret� that� the� horses� are�

necessarily�at�the�mercy�of�the�economic�
motives�of�drivers�and�carriage�company�
owners.� For� this� reason,� citizens�
have� spent� years� urging� Philadelphia�

government� to� protect� the�
horses.� The� result� of� those�
efforts� was� the� essentially�
ineffective� regulations� that�
are�currently�on�the�books.�In�
these� Regulations� Governing�
Commercial� Horse� Stables�
and� Rental� and� Carriage�
Horses,� there� are� rules� for�
licensing� requirements� for�
rental� and� carriage� stables�
and� commercial� stables;�
maintaining� and� operating�
horse� stables;� “operating”�
and� caring� for� the� horses;�
maintaining�and�operating�the�
carriages;� and� suspension� or�
revocation�of�licensing.
Per�the�regulations,�the�horse�

stables� must� “be� kept� clean�
and� dry”� and� the� “flooring�

must�be� constructed� and�maintained� so�
as�to�prevent�pooling�of�waste.”�Storage�
containers� for� food� grain� must� be�
“insect� and� rodent� proof”� and� the� food�
must�be�“free�of�mold,�dust,�and�foreign�
matter,�such�as�weeds�and�stubble.”�The�
condition�of�the�stables�may�not�“harbor,�
or� be� conducive� to� breeding� insects,�
rodents�or�disease.”�The�stall�walls�of�the�
stable�shall�be�constructed�“to�withstand�
kicks� and� prevent� aggression� between�
adjacent�horses.”
Requirements� for� “operating”� and�

caring� for� the� horses� include� a� bi-
annual� examination� by� a� veterinarian�
designated� by� the� city.� The� water�
given� to� the� horses� to� drink� must� be�
between�60�and�85�degrees�Fahrenheit,�
regardless� of� the� weather.� A� horse�
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may�work�during�any�hot� and�humid�day� so�
long� as� the� temperature� does� not� exceed� 91�
degrees�Fahrenheit,�although�there�is�no�stated�
maximum� heat� index.� In� the� other� weather�
extreme,� horses�may�work� outside�when� the�
wind�chill� factor� is�26�degrees�Fahrenheit�or�
above.�“When�medically�necessary,”�the�rules�
provide,� “owners� must� destroy� horses� in� a�
humane�manner.”
With� regard� to� maintaining� and� operating�

the� carriages,� the� horse� may� pull� up� to� six�
passengers�at�a�time,�in�addition�to�the�carriage�
driver� and� driver’s� apprentice.� The� “manure�
catching�device”�must�be�emptied�“so�as�not�
to� cause� insect� attraction,� odor� nuisance,� or�
spillage.”
For� the� license� suspension� and� revocation�

rules,� there� is� a� point� system.� If� a� carriage�
driver� accumulates� 25� points� in� a� 12-month�
period,� his/her� license� will� be� suspended.�
The� carriage� driver� will� receive� 15� points�
for� denying� the� horse� water,� working� the�
horse�in�the�prohibited�temperature�extremes,�
or� working� the� horse� under� “dangerous�
conditions”�(the�definition�of�which�is�notably�
absent� from� the� regulations).� The� driver�
receives�10�points�if�s/he�is�not�in�contact�with�
the� horse’s� head� or� if� the� manure� bucket� is�
not� in�place.�For�neglecting� to� timely�empty�
the�manure�bucket�or�for�allowing�the�manure�
bucket� to� overflow,� however,� the� driver�
receives�only�five�points.
According�to�longtime�Society�Hill�resident�

William� Hawkins,� “The� regulations� are�
frequently� not� enforced.�There� are� countless�
instances� where� I� have� witnessed� horses�
out� in� temperature� and� weather� conditions�
in� violation� of� the� regulations.� Carriages�
out� beyond� curfew,� off� routes� and� soliciting�
passengers� outside� of� the� staging� zones� are�
other�infractions.”�As�a�former�vice�president�
of�the�Pennsylvania�Society�for�the�Prevention�
of� Cruelty� to� Animals� and� consultant� to�
the� Mayor’s� Animal� Advisory� Committee,�
Hawkins� should� know.� He� also� assisted� in�
drafting�the�current�regulations.�Occasionally,�
Hawkins�reports,�a�passenger�–�usually�a�child�
–� is� encouraged� by� the� driver� to� sit� next� to�
him/her,�which�is�not�only�a�clear�violation�of�
the�regulations�but�also�very�dangerous�in�the�
event�of�an�accident.�
However,� even� if� all� of� the� rules� were�

enforced�and�followed,�the�injuries,�illnesses,�
and�dangerous�street�conditions�would�remain�
unchanged.�Accordingly,�no�regulation�of�the�
horse-drawn� carriage� industry� will� deliver�
what� is� best� for� the� horses� and� the� citizens�
of�Philadelphia.�It�is�therefore�high-time�that�
Philadelphians� urge� Frank� DiCicco,� City�
Council� representative� for� the� First� District,�
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W ith�the�change�
in�administra-
tions�at�the�
White�House,�it�
is�all�but�certain�

that�the�National�Labor�Relations�Act�
(NLRA),�the�federal�law�that�regulates�
the�relationships�among�unions,�employ-
ers�and�employees,�will�be�interpreted�
and�administered�in�a�manner�that�is�far�
more�union�friendly�than�at�any�time�in�
recent�history.�Already�President�Obama�
has�signed�a�group�of�execu-
tive�orders�reversing�the�Bush�
administration’s�practices�on�a�
number�of�significant�issues�af-
fecting�all�employers�–�union-
represented�and�non-union�
workforces�–�so�as�to�encour-
age�collective�bargaining�and�
to�make�it�easier�for�unions�to�
organize�workers.�He�also�has�
appointed�two�new�members�
to�the�National�Labor�Rela-
tions�Board�(NLRB)�who�are�
associated�with�the�labor�
movement,�thereby�tilting�the�
balance�of�power�on�the�board�
to�organized�labor�for�the�first�
time�since�the�Clinton�admin-
istration.�
The� NLRB� is� primarily�

responsible� for� administering� and�
enforcing� the� NLRA.� The� NLRA� is�
the� statute� that� regulates� relationships�
between� management� (the� employer)�
and� labor� (unionized� employees).�
The� NLRB’s� responsibilities� include�
overseeing� union� representation�
elections� and� adjudicating� unfair�
labor� practice� charges� that� have� been�
filed� against� employers� and� labor�
organizations.� The� NLRB� consists� of�
five�members�who�are�appointed�by�the�
president�and�confirmed�by� the�Senate.�
Board� members� generally� serve� five-
year�terms.��
Over� the� years,� the� NLRB� has� been�

comprised�of� two�Republican�members�

with� management� backgrounds,� two�
Democratic� members� who� are� aligned�
with�organized�labor�and�a�fifth�member�
who� may� be� aligned� with� either� side�
depending� upon� the� ideology� of� the�
president� who� makes� the� appointment.�
Both� Democratic-led� and� Republican-
led�boards� have� shown� in� the� past� that�
board� precedent� is� not� sacrosanct,� and�
is� susceptible� to� reversal.�The� “Obama�
Board”� that� has� recently� taken� shape�
will� likely� be� no� different� and�may� be�

poised� to� reverse� certain� rulings� of� the�
“Bush�Board”�that�preceded�it.��
Until� recently,� the� NLRB� had�

been� operating� with� just� two� of� its�
five� members� –� one� Democrat,� and�
one� Republican.� The� make-up� of� the�
NLRB,�however,�has�undergone�drastic�
change� this� year.� On�March� 27,� 2010,�
President� Obama� bypassed� the� Senate�
confirmation� process� and� made� two�
controversial�recess�appointments�to�the�
NLRB,�naming�Craig�Becker�and�Mark�
Pearce�to�the�board.
Becker� was� previously� an� attorney�

for�the�Service�Employees�International�
Union�and�AFL-CIO.�Mark�Pearce� is�a�
union-side�labor�lawyer�from�New�York.�

Thus,� Becker� and� Pierce� have� joined�
Chair�Wilma�Liebman� to�create�a�3-to-
1� majority� on� the� board� for� organized�
labor.�This�is�the�first�time�in�more�than�
70�years�during�which�labor�has�enjoyed�
such� a� majority.� The� sole� remaining�
Republican� is� Peter� Schaumber,� and�
one� position� remains� vacant� as� of� this�
article’s� writing.� Schaumber’s� term�
expires�Aug.�10,�2010.��
The� appointment� of� Becker,� who�

The Wall Street Journal� calls� “labor’s�
biggest� weapon,”� has�
particularly�drawn�the�ire�of�the�
Senate�and�business�community�
including� the� U.S.� Chamber�
of� Commerce.� Among� other�
things,� Becker� has� previously�
expressed� his� opinion� that�
employers� should�have�no� role�
in� union� organizing� campaigns�
and� union� representation�
elections.� Becker� has� also�
voiced� his� disagreement� over�
an� employer’s� right� to� hire�
permanent�replacement�workers�
in� an� economic� strike� and� has�
stated�that�the�NLRB�should�use�
its� power� to� issue� “bargaining�
orders”� in� cases� in� which� a�
union�representation�election�is�
marred�by�coercive�conduct�on�

the� part� of� the� employer.�A� bargaining�
order� that� heretofore� was� used� only� in�
extreme�cases�requires�that�an�employer�
recognize� a� union� and� engage� in�
collective� bargaining� without� holding�
another�representation�election.��
Becker’s�strong,�pro-labor�views�have�

also� raised� concerns� that� the� NLRB�
might� circumvent� Congress� by� using�
board� decisions� and� rulemaking� to�
implement� portions� of� the� Employee�
Free� Choice� Act� (EFCA)� that� stalled�
last�year�in�Congress.�It�should�be�noted�
that�EFCA,�in�its�current�form,�has�little�
chance�of�becoming�law.
The�current�composition�of�the�NLRB�

will� undoubtedly� have� a� major� impact�
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on� business� and� labor� management�
relations� in� the� coming� years.� In� fact,�
many� prior� decisions� of� the� board�
during�the�Bush�presidency,�which�are�
largely�considered�“pro�management,”�
are� expected� to� be� overturned� and�
replaced�with�new�law�that�is�likely�to�
be�considered�“pro�union.”���
For� instance,� the� former� Bush-

appointed� board’s� determination� in� a�
case�known�as�Register�Guard�received�
a�good�deal�of�attention�when�the�NLRB�
held� that� an� employer� could� lawfully�
prohibit� its� employees� from� using�
e-mail� for� union� organizing� activities�
even�if�it�allowed�its�employees�to�use�
e-mail� for�other�personal�matters.�The�
dissenting� board� members,� however,�
took�the�position�that�e-mail�should�be�
treated� like�other� forms�of� solicitation�
so� that� employees� should� have� the�
right� to� engage� in� e-mail� solicitation�
when� not� on� work� time.� It� is� likely�
that� this� case�will� be� overturned� or� at�
least� limited� by� the� Obama� Board.� If�
reversed,�it�will�be�more�difficult�for�an�
employer� to�prohibit� the�use�of�e-mail�
for�union�organizing�activities�while,�at�
the�same�time,�make�it�easier�for�unions�
to�organize�workers.
In� another� example� of� how� the�

NLRB’s� decisions� have� changed� in�
tantum� with� changes� in� presidential�
administrations,� in� IBM� Corporation,�
the� board� held� that� employees� in�
non-unionized� workforces� do� not�
have� Weingarten� rights� (the� right� to�
be� represented� by� a� coworker� at� an�
investigatory� interview� that� might�
lead� to� discipline).�The� board� in� IBM�
actually�overruled�the�board’s�decision�
in� Epilepsy� Foundation� of� Northeast�
Ohio.� In� Epilepsy,� the� Clinton� Board�
concluded� that� non-union� employees�
were� entitled� to� Weingarten� rights.�
It� is� likely� that� IBM� will� be� quickly�
reversed�and� the�pendulum�will�swing�
back�in�favor�of�employees’�rights�in�a�
non-union�environment.��
Likewise,�Harborside�Healthcare,�Inc.�

involved�the�extent�to�which�supervisory�

pro-union� activity� is� objectionable�
conduct� such� that� it� interferes�with�an�
employee’s� right� to� choose� in� a� union�
election.� The� majority� members� of�
the� board� held� that,� absent� mitigating�
circumstances,� solicitation� of� a� union�
authorization�card�by�a�supervisor�has�
an� “inherent� tendency”� to� coerce� the�
employee� solicited� and� therefore� the�
challenging�employer�does�not�have�to�
establish� that� the� supervisor� engaged�
in� coercive� conduct� for� an� election�
to� be� overturned.� The� dissenting�
members� of� the� board� charged� the�
majority� with� creating� an� “arbitrary�
double� standard”� in� their� treatment�
of� pro-union� and� anti-union� conduct,�
because� employers� have� long� been�
allowed�to�conduct�“captive�audience”�
speeches�to�employees�during�election�
campaigns.� If� Harborside� is� reversed,�
an� employer�will� have� to� demonstrate�
that� a� supervisor’s� pro-union� conduct�
during� an� election� campaign� was� so�
coercive� that� it�materially�affected� the�
outcome�of�an�election�for�an�election�
to�be�overturned.��
The� definitional� test� for� who� is� a�

supervisor�may� also� change� under� the�
Obama�Board.�In�Oakwood�Healthcare,�
the� Bush� Board� ruled� that� certain�
charge� nurses� were� supervisors� under�
the� NLRA� because� of� their� delegated�
authority�to�assign�work�to�employees.�
An� individual� who� is� classified� as� a�
supervisor�is�excluded�from�a�proposed�
bargaining�unit�with�no�right�to�vote�in�
a�union�representation�election.
The�controversial�Oakwood�decision�

has� made� it� easier� for� employers� to�
classify� workers� as� supervisors.� An�
act�pending� in�Congress�known�as� the�
RESPECT�Act� will� dramatically� limit�
which� workers� can� be� classified� as�
supervisors� and� thus� excluded� from�
bargaining� units.� The� RESPECT� Act�
would� eliminate� from� the� statutory�
definition� of� a� supervisor� the� duties�
to� “assign”� and� “responsibility� to�
direct”� and� instead� require� that�
employees� must� spend� the� majority�

of� their� time� performing� traditional�
supervisory� functions� to� be� classified�
as�a�supervisor.�Even�if�the�RESPECT�
Act�fails,�the�Obama�Board�will�likely�
overrule� Oakwood� and� make� it� more�
difficult� for� employers� to� classify�
workers�as�supervisors.
Many� other� board� precedents� are�

at� risk� of� being� overruled� including�
limiting�the�amount�of�back�pay�that�is�
recoverable� by� a� “salt,”� the� standards�
for� combining� in� one� collective�
bargaining� unit� temporary� workers�
jointly�employed�by�a�staffing�company�
and� a� client� employer� with� regular�
workers�solely�employed�by� the�client�
employer,� whether� graduate� students�
are� employees� under� the� NLRA,� and�
whether� the� threat� of� a� plant� closing�
during� a� union� organizing� campaign�
will� be� presumed� to� be� disseminated�
throughout�the�workplace.�In�all,�board�
case� law�as� it� exists� today� is� likely� to�
undergo� dramatic� change� in� the� next�
two�years.�
In� addition� to� the� changes� expected�

in� board� decisional� law,� NLRB� Chair�
Liebman� has� also� indicated� that� she�
will� consider� the� use� of� rulemaking�
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A rticle�I,�section�8�of�the�
U.S.�Constitution,�also�
known�as�the�Commerce�
Clause,�specifically�grants�

Congress�the�power�to�“regulate�com-
merce�with�foreign�nations,�and�among�
the�several�states,�and�with�the�Indian�
tribes.”�The�power�enumerated�by�the�
Commerce�Clause�is�at�the�heart�of�two�
lawsuits�filed�by�the�attorneys�general�of�
13�states,�including�Pennsyl-
vania�Attorney�General�Tom�
Corbett,�seeking�to�overturn�
the�Patient�Protection�and�Af-
fordable�Care�Act�signed�by�
President�Obama�on�March�23.�
The�legal�issues�raised�by�the�
complaints�include�whether�
the�federal�government�has�
the�constitutional�power�to�
mandate�that�nearly�all�U.S.�
citizens�and�legal�residents�
maintain�health�care�coverage,�
or�be�required�to�pay�tax�penal-
ties�for�non-compliance.
Under�the�new�law,�almost�all�

citizens�and�legal�residents�will�
be� required� to� have� qualifying�
health� insurance� coverage� or�
face� a� phased-in� tax� penalty�
beginning� at� $95� in� 2014� and�
rising� to� $695� for� individuals�
in� 2016,� or� $285� in� 2014� and�
rising� to� $2,085� in� 2016� for� families.�
After�2016,�penalties� increase� annually�
based�on�a�cost-of-living�adjustment.�
The� attorneys� general� argue� that�

the� insurance� coverage� mandate� is� an�
unprecedented� encroachment� on� the�
liberty� of� their� state� citizens� and,� if�
allowed� to� stand,� essentially� grants�
Congress�unfettered�authority�to�regulate�
all�activities.�They�assert�the�law�is�not�
an� authorized� exercise� of� power� under�
the� Commerce� Clause� because� it� is�
directed�at�an�individual�citizens’�choice�
not� to� engage� in� certain� activity.� Such�
inactivity,� the� complaints� allege,� by�
its�very�nature�cannot�be�deemed� to�be�

in� commerce� or� to� have� any� effect� on�
commerce,� interstate� or� otherwise.�The�
complaints�further�assert�that�the�health�
care�reform�package�unlawfully�compels�
the� purchase� of� goods� and� services� in�
violation�of�the�states’�sovereignty.����
Proponents�of�the�new�law�argue�that�

Congress�can�regulate�economic�activity,�
even� if� that� “activity”� results� from�
inactivity,� if� it� has� a� substantial� effect�

on� interstate� commerce.� They� further�
contend�that�the�new�law�is�permissible�
under�Congress’�constitutional�power�to�
tax� in�order� to�provide�for� the�“general�
welfare”�of�the�country.��������
It� is� well-settled� that� Congress’�

commerce�authority�includes�the�power�
to�regulate�those�intrastate�activities�that�
substantially�affect�interstate�commerce.�
The� U.S.� Supreme� Court� has� upheld� a�
wide�variety�of�congressional�acts�for�this�
reason.�Examples�include�the�regulation�
of�debt�restructuring�agreements�secured�
by� goods� assembled� from� out-of-state�
parts� and� raw�materials,� intrastate� coal�
mining,� intrastate� extortionate� credit�

transactions,� restaurants� utilizing�
substantial� interstate� supplies,� inns� and�
hotels� catering� to� interstate� guests,� and�
the� production� and� consumption� of�
homegrown�wheat.��
Prior�to�the�Health�Care�Reform�Law’s�

passage,� the� Congressional� Research�
Service� was� asked� to� weigh� in� on� the�
insurance� mandate’s� constitutionality,�
and� opined� in� part� that� “whether�

such� a� requirement� would�
be� constitutional� under� the�
Commerce� Clause� is� perhaps�
the� most� challenging� question�
posed� by� such� a� proposal,� as�
it� is� a� novel� issue� whether�
Congress� may� use� the� Clause�
to� require� an� individual� to�
purchase�a�good�or�a�service.”�
Although� the� precise�

constitutional� issue� raised�
by� the� law�may� be� novel,� the�
Commerce� Clause� has� been�
closely� examined� by� the� U.S.�
Supreme� Court� several� times�
in� recent� history� with� mixed�
outcomes.��
In� United States v. Lopez,�

514� U.S.� 549� (1995),� Chief�
Justice� Rehnquist� wrote� the�
majority-of-five� opinion�
holding� that� the� Gun-Free�
School�Zones�Act,�which�made�

it�a�federal�offense�for�any�individual�to�
knowingly�possess�a�firearm�in�a�school�
zone,� exceeded� Congress’� Commerce�
Clause�authority�because�possession�of�a�
gun�in�a�local�school�zone�is�in�no�sense�
an� economic� activity� that� substantially�
affects�interstate�commerce.��
Similarly,�in United States v. Morrison,�

529� U.S.� 598� (2000),� the� same� slim�
majority� concluded� that� the� Violence�
Against� Women� Act,� which� provided�
civil� remedies� for� gender-motivated�
crimes� of� violence,� was� not� within�
Congress’�authority�under�the�Commerce�
Clause� because� such� crimes� do� not�
substantially�affect�interstate�commerce.��

Is the Health Care Reform Law Constitutional?
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Most�recently,� in�Gonzales v. Raich,�
545� U.S.� 1� (2005),� the� Supreme�
Court� confirmed� Congress’� authority�
to� criminalize� the� manufacture,�
distribution�or�possession�of�marijuana�
as� it� applies� to� intrastate� growers� and�
users�of�marijuana�for�medical�purposes.�
The� court� reasoned� that� the� law� falls�
squarely�within� the�Commerce�Clause�
because� production� of� a� commodity�
meant� for� home� consumption� has�
a� substantial� effect� on� supply� and�
demand�in�the�national�market�for�that�
commodity.��
Supporters� of� the� Health� Care�

Reform� law� argue� that� unlike� the�
criminal� acts� of� possessing� a� gun� in�
a� school� zone� or� battering� a� woman,�
purchasing� health� insurance� is� an�

inherently� commercial� activity,� and�
the�lack�of�purchasing�health�insurance�
has� economic� consequences� to�
national�health�care�systems,�including�
Medicaid,� and� insurance� companies�
that� transact� business� across� state�
lines.�In�contrast,�critics�of�the�new�law�
challenge�the�application�of�those�cases�
that�deal�with� the�economic� impact�of�
commodity� production,� being� clearly�
distinguishable� from� an� individual’s�
refusal�to�purchase�health�insurance.�����
The� composition� of� the� Supreme�

Court�has�changed,�with�only�three�each�
of�the�Lopez�and�Morrison�majority�and�
minority� remaining.� The� court’s� three�
newest�additions,�Justices�Roberts,�Alito�
and� Sotomayer,� have� yet� to� cast� their�
votes�on�this�Commerce�Clause�debate.��

Notably,�however,�Justices�Roberts�and�
Alito� were� part� of� the� majority� that�
recently� overturned� legislation� backed�
by� the� Obama� administration� seeking�
to� limit� corporate� and� union� spending�
for�political�campaigns.�
While� legal� analysts� are� split� on�

the� merits� of� the� attorneys� general’s�
legal� actions,� most� agree� the� issue�
will� ultimately� be� decided� by� an�
unpredictable�Supreme�Court.�������

Stacy N. Lilly (www.thelillylawoffice.com) 
is a freelance attorney who specializes 
in assisting other attorneys and law 
firms with their insurance coverage and 
litigation practices.  She is a member of the 
Philadelphia Bar Association’s Insurance 
Law Committee. 
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in�which�the�horse�carriage�industry�is�
threatening�animal�and�public�welfare,�
to� pass� a� law� that� would� ban� horse-
drawn� carriages� in� Philadelphia.� The�
law� should� further� require� that� horses�
be� officially� retired� and� transferred�
to� authorized� sanctuaries� where� they�
can� try� to�heal� from� their� injuries� and�
live� the� rest�of� their� lives� engaging� in�

natural�horse�behaviors.�
Councilman� DiCicco’s� contact�

information� is� Room� 332,� City� Hall,�
Philadelphia,� (215)� 686-3458,� (215)�
686-3459,� Frank.DiCicco@phila.gov.�
For�more� information� on� Philadelphia�
activists’� efforts� to� ban� horse-drawn�
carriages,�please�e-mail�banhdcphilly@
peaceadvocacynetwork.org.

Dara Lovitz (dara.lovitz@hotmail.com) 
is an adjunct professor of Animal Law 
at Temple University Beasley School of 
Law and the Earle Mack School of Law at 
Drexel University; she is also the Director 
of Media and Public Relations for Peace 
Advocacy Network.
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in� the� future.� Traditionally,� the� board�
has� used� its� rulemaking� power� very�
sparingly,� and� only� to� issue� narrow�
rules.�Liebman�has�promised� to�be�far�
more�aggressive.�The�NLRB�could�use�
its�rulemaking�power�to�make�it�easier�
for�unions�to�organize�workers�by:
1.��Limiting� the� period� for� election�
campaigns.

2.��Requiring� employers� to� turn�over�
employee� names,� addresses� and�
phone� numbers� to� a� union� earlier�
in�the�union�organizing�campaign.

3.��Requiring� equal� access� to� both�
workers� and� the� workplace� for�
unions� during� union� organizing�
campaigns.

4.��Requiring� employers� to� post�
notices� in� the� workplace� that�
inform� employees� of� their� rights�
under� the� NLRA.� The� posting�
is� already� required� for� federal�
contractors� pursuant� to� President�
Obama’s�Executive�Order.��

The� common� thread� among� all� of�
these� expected� changes� in� the� law� is�

to� remove�barriers� to�unions�and� their�
organizing�efforts.�In�short,�significant�
union-friendly� changes� are� on� the�
horizon,�despite�the�failure�of�EFCA�in�
Congress.

Robert J. Haurin (rhaurin@
weinsteinfirm.com) has been practicing 
labor and employment law for employers 
and management since 1994. He is 
an attorney with The Weinstein Firm, 
a boutique legal and consulting firm 
focusing on workforce issues.
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It is well-settled that Congress’ commerce authority includes 
the power to regulate those intrastate activities that  

substantially affect interstate commerce.



Supreme Court Decisions
B y  M .  K e l l y  T i l l e r y

The 10 Worst



Only�111�human�beings�have�served�on�the�nation’s�highest�
court�since�its�creation�on�Sept.�24,�1789�by�the�first�Judiciary�
Act.�One-hundred�nine�(98�percent)�of�those�unelected�jurists�
have� been� white,� only� two�African-American.�All� men� (97�
percent),�except� three�women.� �All�Christian�(93.6�percent),�
except�seven�Jews.��
From� its� first� case,� the� uneventful� and� purely� procedural�

West v. Barnes,�2�U.S.�401�(1791),�to�its�most�recent�providing�
First�Amendment�protection�for�“crush�videos”�(if�you�have�
to�ask,�you�do�not�want� to�know),�United States v. Stevens,�
08-769�(4/2/2010),�the�court�has�issued�
almost�25,000�opinions.�Of�those,�some�
are� very� brief,� others� quite� lengthy,�
some� are� erudite,� others� are� crude,�
some�are�mundane�and�others�are�awe-
inspiring.�And� some� are� really,� really�
bad.� Not� just� in� style� or� language,�
but� in� principle,� holding� and,� most�
importantly,�in�the�effect�on�millions�of�
lives.��
While� there� is� disagreement� based�

mostly� on� extremes� in� ideology� and/
or� religious�belief,� there�appears� to�be�
legal�and�historical�scholarly�consensus�
on� a� number� of� opinions� that� are� the�
“worst.”��Since�there�are�more�than�10,�
honing� the� list� down� to� the� “Top� 10”�
is�not�easy�or�simple,�but�I�have�tried,�
acknowledging�that�others�may�disagree�
with�one�or�more�being�included�or�feel�
I�have�omitted�one�or�more�of�their�“favorites.”
I� have� tried� to� include� those� cases� that� (a)� dealt� with�

fundamental� issues� important� to�society�as�a�whole,� (b)�had�
a� profound� effect� on� a� large� number� of� people� for� a� long�
time� and� (c)� were� ultimately� overruled� and/or� rendered� a�
nullity� by� subsequent� decision,� legislation,� constitutional�
amendment�and/or�common�consensus.�Thus,�the�list�cannot�
include�decisions�that�were�just�dumb,�like�FCC. v. Pacifica 
Foundation,�438�U.S.�726�(1978)�[upholding�ban�on�broadcast�
of� George� Carlin’s� famous� “seven� words� you� can’t� say� on�
radio”],�or�highly�controversial�ones� like�Bush v. Gore,�531�
U.S.�98�(2000)�[2000�presidential�election],�Roe v. Wade,�410�

U.S.�113�(1973)�[legalization�of�abortion]�or�Kelo v. City of 
New London�545�U.S.�469�(2005)�[eminent�domain�taking�for�
private�developer].�After� selection�based�upon� these�criteria�
of�my� own� design,� I� discovered,� somewhat� to�my� surprise,�
an� interesting� and� disturbing� common� theme.� Each� one,� as�
shall�be�seen,�involved�the�shameful,�disdainful�treatment�by�
the�powerful�of�minorities�and�their�rights.�And�in�each,�the�
court�sided�with�the�powerful,�consigning�the�minority�often�
to�generations�of�abuse�and/or�denial�of�fundamental� rights.�
In�each,�unbiased�observers�agree�that�the�decisions�adversely�

impacted� millions� for� several� and�
sometimes�many�generations.
Only�one�was�a�5-4�decision.�Four�

were� unanimous.� Seven� deal� with�
laws�of� the�states�of� the�Deep�South.�
All,� but� one,� were� decided� by� all�
white�men�over�50�years�of�age.�Some�
majority� opinions�were� by� legendary�
justices,� such� as� Oliver� Wendell�
Holmes�Jr.,�some�by�racist�ideologues�
such� as� Roger� B.� Taney,� and� some�
by� rightfully� unheralded� journeymen�
such� as� George� Sutherland.� Size�
did� not� seem� to� matter.� Dred Scott�
produced� the� longest�opinions�at�234�
pages�and�Pace�the�shortest�at�two.
While� the� majorities� in� each� case�

seemed� tone�deaf� to� the� fundamental�
wrongheadedness� of� their� decisions,�
at� the� time�of� each� there�was� always�

a� small,� but� often� vocal,� minority� of� individuals,� lawyers,�
academics� and� organizations�who� recognized� that� the� court�
had�done�the�wrong�thing�and�would�inevitably�end�up�on�the�
wrong�side�of�history.��Sometimes�vindication�took�as�little�as�
a�few�years,�sometimes�almost�a�century.��
A� review� of� this� list� may� also� inform� and� enlighten�

as� to� where� the� court� is� going� and/or� should� go� on� such�
timely� and� difficult� issues� as� same-sex� marriage,� Perry v. 
Schwarzenegger,�N.D.CA.,�cv-09-2292,�or�Arizona’s�“Papers,�
please.”� immigration� law,� which� are� likely� to� land� on� the�
court’s�docket�in�the�not-so-distant�future.��
And�the�“winners,”�in�chronological�order,�are:

O n April 9, 2010, just 11 days before his 90th birthday, U.S. 
Supreme Court Justice John Paul Stevens gave notice of his 
retirement which will allow President Obama to appoint a second 

Supreme Court Justice less than two years into his first term. The nominee, 
Solicitor General Elena Kagan, will certainly endure lengthy, probing and 
sometimes inane examination in Senate confirmation hearings. Since 
nominees are often asked about past Supreme Court decisions and, if 
confirmed, will be asked to wrestle with monumental legal issues, perhaps 
an examination of how previous Supreme Court justices sometimes got it 
so wrong and did so much damage might be valuable for all.  

Each one, as shall 
be seen, involved 

the shameful, 
disdainful treatment 
by the powerful of 

minorities and  
their rights.
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� �Dred Scott v. Sandford,�60�U.S.�393�
(1857)� [actually,� “Sanford”,� but� a�
clerk’s� error� altered� this� infamous�
slave�owner’s�name]

� �Majority� Opinion:� Chief� Justice�
Roger�B.�Taney

� �Vote:��7�to�2�(Justices�John�McLean�
and�Benjamin�R.�Curtis�Dissenting)

� �Overruled�By:��14th�Amendment,�Section�1�(1868)
This�is,�of�course,�the�“Mother�of�All�Bad�Supreme�Court�

Decisions.”�Even� the�most� rabid�“strict�constructionist”�and�
the�most�bleeding�heart�liberal�will�readily�agree�that�this�one�
merits�inclusion.
The�court,�per�octogenarian�Chief�Justice�Taney�(pronounced�

Tawney),�the�original�“originalist,”�held�that�Mr.�Dred�Scott�
was�a�slave�and�not�a�citizen�of�the�United�States�as�that�word�
is�used� in� the�Constitution,�and� thus�had�no�standing� to�sue�
his� owner� in� a� federal� court� for� his� freedom� and/or� for� the�
freedom� of� his� wife,� Harriet,� and� their� children,� Eliza� (14)�
and�Lizzie�(7).� In�20,000�words�of� tortured� logic�and�faulty�
legal�history,�Taney�condemned�an�entire�family�to�servitude�
because�the�court�found�it�had�no�jurisdiction.
I� have� read� a� great� deal� about� slavery� in�America,� from�

Harriet�Beecher�Stowe’s�iconic�Uncle Tom’s Cabin�(1852)�to�
Kenneth�M.�Stampp’s�classic�The Peculiar Institution�(1956),�
but� I� have� never� felt� the� chill� of� governmental� indifference�
to� the� then� 4�million-plus� human� beings� in� bondage� until� I�
read�this�opinion�of�our�highest�court�as�it�so�blithely�turned�
the� freedom� of� a�man� and� his� family� into� a�matter� of� civil�
procedure.

� �United States v. Cruikshank,� 92�
U.S.�542�(1875)

� �Majority� Opinion:� � Chief� Justice�
Morrison�R.�Waite

� �Vote:��8�to�1�(Justice�Nathan�Clifford�
Dissenting)��

� �The Civil Rights Cases,�109�U.S.�3�
(1883)

� �Majority�Opinion:��Justice�Joseph�P.�Bradley
� �Vote:��8�to�1�(Justice�John�M.�Harlan�Dissenting)
� �Overruled� By:� � Civil� Rights�Act� of� 1964� –� Upheld�

in�Heart of Atlanta Motel, Inc. v. U.S.,�379�U.S.�241�
(1964)

Although�separated�by�seven�years,�these�two�related�cases�
share�a�spot�since�they�concern,�respectively,�the�criminal�and�
civil�abandonment�by�the�court�of�negro�citizens�in�the�South�
to�Jim�Crow�and�the�KKK�for�almost�a�century.�In�Cruikshank,�
a�case�arising�from�the�Colfax�Massacre�of�1873�when�almost�
100�negro�men�were�murdered�by�an�organized�group�of�white�
men�in�Louisiana,�the�court�held�that�the�U.S.�could�not�charge�
the�accused�with�violations�of�the�Civil�Rights’�Enforcement�
Act�of�1870� (“The�Ku�Klux�Klan�Act”).� In�one� fell� swoop,�
the�court�effectively�emasculated�all�efforts�of�the�U.S.�to�use�
federal� criminal� law� to� restrain� the� abuses� of� the�KKK�and�
similar� groups� throughout� the�South.�One� hundred� years� of�
lynchings,�murder,�abuse�and�mayhem�would�follow.
Likewise,� in�The�Civil Rights Cases,� the�court�via�Justice�

Bradley�(former�railroad�lawyer,�already�infamous�for�being�
the� deciding� vote� that�made�Rutherford�B.�Hayes� president�

in�the�“Stolen�Election�of�1876”�–�yes,�there�was�one�before�
2000),� struck�down�as�unconstitutional� the�Civil�Rights�Act�
of�1875,�which�was�enacted�to�ensure�equal�access�for�all,�no�
matter�what�their�race�or�color,�to�“inns,�public�conveyances�on�
land�or�water,�theatres�and�other�places�of�public�amusement.”�
In�dissent,�Justice�John�Marshall�Harlan�opined�that�the�Acts�
were�well�within�the�power�of�Congress,�including�under�the�
Commerce�Clause.
Almost� a� century� later,� the� court�would� uphold� a� similar�

Civil�Rights�Act�in�Heart of Atlanta Motel,�utilizing�much�of�
the�reasoning�of�“The�Great�Dissenter.”

� �Pace v. Alabama,� 106� U.S.� 583�
(1883)

� �Majority�Opinion:� �Justice�Stephen�
Field

� �Vote:��Unanimous
� �Overruled� By:� Loving v. Virginia,�

388�U.S.�1�(1967)
The�heartless�court,�in�a�barren�two-page�decision,�upheld�

the�convictions�of�Tony�Pace,�a�negro�man�and�Mary�T.�Cox,�
a�white�woman,�who�had�been�found�guilty�of�violation�of�an�
Alabama�law�that�prohibited�marriage,�adultery�or�fornication�
between�“any�negro”�and�“any�white�person.”�Each�had�been�
sentenced�to�two�years�in�the�state�penitentiary.�Justice�Field,�
in�a�clever�feat�of�legal�legerdemain,�held�that�the�statute�did�
not� violate� the� 14th� Amendment� Equal� Protection� Clause�
because�it,�in�fact,�treated�whites�and�negroes�equally�–�both�
races� were� prohibited� from� marrying,� cheating� with,� and�
fornicating�with�the�other.
Eighty�years�later,�the�Warren�Court�would�disagree�in�the�

aptly� named� Loving v. Virginia,� establishing� not� only� that�
laws�against�interracial�marriage�are�unconstitutional,�but�that�
Virginia�really�is�for�lovers.

� �Plessy v. Ferguson,� 163� U.S.� 537�
(1896)

� �Majority�Opinion:�Justice�Henry�B.�
Brown

� �Vote:��7�to�1�(Justice�John�M.�Harlan�
Dissenting)

� �Overruled� By:� Brown v. Board of 
Education,�347�U.S.�483�(1954)

Though� known� for� little� else,� former� Detroit� corporate�
lawyer� Justice� Henry� Billings� Brown� bequeathed� to�
generations� of� Americans� the� insidious� “legal”� concept� of�
“separate� but� equal.”� The� court� held� that� enforcement� of� a�
Louisiana�statute�that�required�railway�companies�to�provide�
and�police�“equal,�but�separate�accommodations�for�the�white�
and� colored� races”� did� not� violate� either� the� 13th� or� 14th�
Amendment.�Homer�Plessy�had�challenged�racial�separation�
in�public� transportation�63�years�before�Rosa�Parks.� Justice�
Harlan,�in�a�brilliant�and�bitter�dissent,�stated�presciently,�“In�
my�opinion�the�judgment�this�day�rendered�will,�in�time,�prove�
to�be�quite�as�pernicious�as�the�decision�made�by�this�tribunal�
in�the�Dred Scott�case.”�It�would�take�58�years,�the�eloquence�
of�NAACP�Counsel�Thurgood�Marshall�and�the�political�skills�
of�Chief�Justice�Earl�Warren�for�the�court�to�overrule�this�vile�
concept�unanimously.
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�  Cumming v. Richmond County 
Board of Education,� 175�U.S.� 528�
(1899)

� �Majority�Opinion:��Justice�John�M.�
Harlan

� �Vote:��Unanimous
� �Lum v. Rice,�275�U.S.�78�(1927)

� �Majority� Opinion:� � Chief� Justice�
William�H.�Taft

� � � �Vote:��Unanimous
Though�separated�by�28�years,�these�two�gems�deserve�joint�

scorn�as� they�both�evidence� the�court’s� insensitivity� to� race�
and�equality�in�public�education.�In�Cumming,�Justice�Harlan,�
surprisingly,� opined� for� the� court� that� Georgia’s� failure� to�
provide�a�high�school�for�“colored”�children�as�it�did�for�white�
children�did�not�violate� the�14th�Amendment,�while� in�Lum�
the�court�held� that�Mississippi’s� refusal� to�permit�a�child�of�
Chinese�descent� to�attend� the�“white”�school� in�her�district,�
rather� than� a� “colored”� school� in� a� neighboring� district,�
because�she�was�not�“white”�was�constitutionally�permissible.�
The�court�did�everything�but�sanction�a�Pantone®�chart� test�
for�entitlement�to�educational�benefits.
While�no�case�specifically�overruled�either,�Brown v. Board 

of Education�effectively�negated�each.

�  Lone Wolf v. Hitchcock,� 187� U.S.�
553�(1903)

� �Majority�Opinion:� � Justice�Edward�
D.�White

� �Vote:�Unanimous
� �Overruled� By:� Delaware Tribal 

Business Comm. v. Weeks,�430�U.S.�
73�(1977)

Justice�White,�in�fewer�than�six�pages,�cavalierly�dismissed�
the�entire�history�of�the�indigenous�peoples�of�America�and,�
more�particularly,�all�of� the�agreements�made�with� them�by�
the� United� States,� holding� that� they� exist� in� a� “relation� of�
dependency”�“toward�the�government,”�that�is,�“wards�of�the�

nation,”�and�thus�the�Congress�has�“paramount�power”�over�
Indian�lands.�The�court�held�that�the�Fifth�Amendment�did�not�
protect� interest� in� Indian� lands� and� the� federal� government�
could� pretty� much� do� what� it� wanted� with� them.� And,� of�
course,� it� did,� abrogating� treaties,� ignoring� promises� and�
agreements�for�generations,�treating�the�Indian�as�badly�as,�if�
not�worse�than,�Jim�Crow�treated�the�negro.

� �Buck v. Bell,�274�U.S.�200�(1927)
� �Majority� Opinion:� � Justice� Oliver�

Wendell�Holmes�Jr.
� �Vote:� �8� to�1� (Justice�Pierce�Butler�

Dissenting)�
In�1927,�the�“eugenics”�movement�was�

gaining�ground,� and�not� just� in�Germany.��
When� the� State� of� Virginia� engaged� the�

mighty� force� of� the� U.S.� Supreme� Court� to� prevent� Carrie�
Buck,� 18,� from� ever� bearing� children� again,� the� venerable�
Civil�War� veteran� Oliver�Wendell� Holmes� Jr.� obliged.� The�
court� ruled� that� it� was� not� unconstitutional� for� a� state� to�
determine�that�it,�the�unwilling�adult�victim�and�presumably�
her�yet-to-be-born�children,�would�be�better�off� if� she�were�
forcibly�sterilized.
Holmes�observed�that�Buck�was�“feeble�minded,”�as�was�her�

mother� and�her�daughter.�Though� later� investigation�proved�
that�not�to�be�entirely�true,�Holmes�relied�on�the�trumped-up�
record�to�pontificate�that,�in�his�infamous�observation,�“Three�
generations�of�imbeciles�are�enough.”
After� reading� these� cases,� one�might� come� to� agree�with�

Holmes�if�it�applied�to�certain�Supreme�Court�justices.
Like� some� others,� Buck� was� never� officially� overturned,�

though�no�one�seriously�believes�it�is�still�good�law.��

�  Ozawa v. United States,� 260� U.S.�
178�(1922)

� �Majority� Opinion:� Justice� George�
Sutherland

� Vote:�Unanimous

1.	 	Dred	Scott	v.	Sandford
2.		United	States	v.	

Cruikshank
3.		Pace	v.	Alabama
4.		Plessy	v.	Ferguson
5.		Cumming	v.	Richmond	

County	Board	of	
Education

6.		Lone	Wolf	v.	
Hitchcock,

7.		Buck	v.	Bell
8.		Ozawa	v.	United	

States
9.		Korematsu	v.	United	

States
10.	Bowers	v.	Hardwick
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� �United States v. Thind,�261�U.S.�204�(1923)
� �Majority�Opinion:�Justice�George�Sutherland�
� �Vote:�Unanimous
Some�of� the� court’s� opinions� on� race� are� so� absurd� as� to�

be� laughable� if� they�were� not� so� sad� and� serious� in� effect.�
Ozawa�and�Thind�rank�together�as�such.�In�Ozawa,�the�court�
held� that� “a� person� of� the� Japanese� race”� is� not� a� “white�
person”�and�therefore�cannot�become�a�naturalized�citizen.�In�
Thind,�the�court�held�similarly�for�a�“high�caste�Hindu�of�full�
Indian� blood.”� �More� Pantone®� testing,� courtesy� of� Justice�
Sutherland,� one� of� the� conservative� “Four� Horsemen”� who�
held�back�the�progress�of�the�New�Deal�for�years.

�  Korematsu v. United States,� 323�
U.S.�214�(1944)

� �Majority�Opinion:� Justice�Hugo�L.�
Black

� �Vote:� � 6� –� 3� (Justices� Owen� J.�
Roberts,� Francis� W.� Murphy� and�
Robert�H.�Jackson�Dissenting)

� �“Overruled”� By:� Korematsu v. United States,�
U.S.D.Ct.,� N.D.� Cal.� (1983)� Writ� of� Coram� Nobis�
granted—conviction�overturned��

It� is� said� that� “hard� cases�make� bad� law.”� If� our� current�
experiences�post-9/11�are�too�close�in�time�and�too�personal�
to�bring�that�home,�nothing�can�do�it�better�than�Korematsu.��
Therein,�the�court�upheld�the�conviction�of�an�American�citizen�
of�Japanese�descent�(Nisei)�for�failure�to�obey�an�executive/
military�order�to�leave�his�home�and�evacuate�the�West�Coast�
solely�because�he�was�of�Japanese�descent.�Although�the�court�
was� asked� to� pass� “…upon� the�whole� subsequent� detention�
program�in�both�assembly�and�relocation�centers�...,”�in�obtuse�
and�cowardly�fashion,�it�refused�to�do�so.�However,�the�court�
made�its�feelings�clear�that�it�would�give�ultimate�deference�
on� such� matters� to� the� military� and� the� executive� branch.�
That�had�always�worked�out�so�well�for�protecting�rights�of�
minorities�in�the�past.��

� �Bowers v. Hardwick,� 478�U.S.�186�
(1986)

� �Majority�Opinion:�Justice�Byron�R.�
White

� �Vote:� � 5� to� 4� (Justice� Harry� A.�
Blackmun�for�the�Dissenters)

� �Overruled� By:� Lawrence v. Texas,�
539�U.S.�553�(2003)

Only� 24� years� ago,� the� court� upheld� as� constitutional� a�
Georgia� statute� that� criminalized� private,� non-commercial,�
adult,�consensual�sexual�activity.�Despite�the�fact�that�the�law�
applied�equally�to�heterosexual�as�well�as�homosexual�activity,�
Justice�White�focused�oddly�and�only�on�homosexual�activity,�
apparently�fearing,�in�homophobic�paranoia,�that�any�contrary�
ruling�might�establish�a�society-destroying�“fundamental�right�
to�engage�in�homosexual�sodomy.”
Justice� Powell� cast� the� deciding� vote,� although� his�

concurring�opinion�evidences�reluctance�to�join�the�majority.�
Indeed,�some�years�later,�he�expressed�regret�about�his�vote,�
saying�he�‘‘just�had�just�not�known�any�gay�people.’’�In�fact,�
unbeknownst�to�him,�he�had,�very�well.�One�of�his�law�clerks�
from�only�five�years�before�Bowers�was�gay.
Seventeen�years� later� the�Court�overruled�Bowers,� though�

even�then�by�only�a�6�to�3�vote.
PREDICTION
If�nothing�else,� these�Top�10�evidence� that� the�court�does�

sometimes�make� grievous� errors� and� that� it� can,� at� least� in�
time,� correct� them.�As� (if)� we� continue� to� become� a� more�
enlightened�society,�I�predict� that�we�will� in�the�foreseeable�
future�see�at�least�two�fundamental�societal�changes�brought�
on�by�Supreme�Court�decisions:�(1)�the�legalization�of�same-
sex�marriage�and�(2)�the�elimination�of�the�death�penalty.�Stay�
tuned.��

M. Kelly Tillery (tilleryk@pepperlaw.com), is a partner in the 
Intellectual Property Group of Pepper Hamilton LLP.

Some of the court’s opinions on race are so absurd as to be 
laughable if they were not so sad and serious in effect.
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“I am a very good lawyer,” she said.  
Anna was nine and riding in the front seat of 

my car. The seat was sufficiently sensitive to 
realize that she weighed less than 80 pounds and therefore 
the airbag was off. It was the subject of some debate whether 
it was safe for Anna to ride in the front seat with the airbag 
off.  Her brother Alex thought that it was unsafe, probably 
criminally so. But Alex wasn’t here now and we could ride in 
peace.

“What makes you think you would be a good lawyer,” I said, 
“You are only nine. You can hardly spell yet.”

“Lawyers don’t need to know how to spell.”  
She paused for a moment. “I will show you,” she said, and 

then waved her hands as if summoning a case in front of her. 
“So there’s this actor guy named Diablo in a play and his 

mother got sick and he had to be gone for three weeks while 
they were rehearsing, but he got back before the show and he 
knew his lines. But the guy running the play, he got another 
actor. So I’ll be Diego’s lawyer.”

“Diego, I thought you said ‘Diablo?’”  
“Fine, Diablo.”
“What am I supposed to do?” 
“Oh. You can talk for the play guy.”
“You mean that I should be the producer’s lawyer.”
“Fine.”
“Do you want to go first?”
“Yes, I most certainly do.” She cleared her throat. “Now 

ladies and gentlemen of the, what do you call it?”
“Jury.”
“Jury. Let me tell you what happened here. My client, Diego, 

had to go to visit his sick mother and he told this man.” She 
pointed vaguely but accusatorially at me, “He told Diego that 
he should go and be with his sick mother. But when Diego 
came back there was another actor, Deajio or something like 
that, in the part even though Diego had learned all his lines. 
And that means that he didn’t do what he said he was going 

to do.” She smiled triumphantly at the jury, apparently now 
seated in the back seat, and waved me to proceed.

“Members of the jury,” I said, “It is an honor to appear 
before you and I appreciate you letting me say a few words 
on behalf of my client, who has been unfairly attacked by 
Ms. Dworetzky. There are three reasons why my client has 
no responsibility for the matters Ms. Dworetzky complains of. 
First, Ms. Dworetzky has failed to provide the court with a 
contract showing that my client ever hired her client. Two, not 
only has she no contract, but she’s failed even to allege that 
there was consideration given for the promise she describes. 
Her client is just a volunteer and, of course, the law does not 
protect a volunteer from the consequences of volunteering. 
Third, and finally, my client was unable to keep Diablo in the 
play because, among other things, HE WAS NOT THERE 
FOR REHEARSAL!”  I smiled at Anna.

“People on the jury, do not listen to the things that this 
man says to you. He makes his living by lying to people just 
like you. It is very well known that the producer could have 
easily made other arrangements for rehearsal. And I don’t 
need any contract because I have something better. I have 
a videotape right here and it shows his client saying Diego 
could go home!”

Anna made a show out of brandishing a hypothetical 
videotape. She gave me a big smile but wasn’t going to let 
me have the last word.  

She pronounced:  “I find, what do you call him?”
“The defendant,” I said.
“The defender is guilded.”
“The defender is guilded?” I repeated.
“Yes, he’s guilded. I told you I was a good lawyer, you 

should tell your clients to hire me.”
“Yes, I’ll definitely do that.”

Joseph A. Dworetzky (jad@hangley.com) is a shareholder with 
Hangley Aronchick Segal & Pudlin.





 

Art IN THE CoUrtS
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION ACT CENTENNIAL 

COMMEMORATED IN PAINTING
 By Judge Scott Olin



� Unlike� one-product� cities,� such� as� Detroit� with� motor�
vehicles� or� Pittsburgh� with� steel-making,� Philadelphia� was�
noted� for� the� sheer� breadth� and� scope�of� its�manufacturing.�
The�city�literally�made�everything�including�textiles,�railcars,�
cigars,� ships,� toys,� chemicals,� tools� and� rugs.� In� their�
remarkable�study,�“Work�Sights:�Industrial�Philadelphia�1890-
1950,”�Professors�Philip�Scranton�and�Walter�Licht�noted�that�
Philadelphia� industrial�production�was�marked�by� relatively�
small�and�versatile� firms�producing�small�batch�and�custom�
products�as�opposed�to�standard�and�mass�quantity�goods.��
� In�order� to�honor�Philadelphia�manufacturing� innovation�

and�excellence,�as�well�as�to�mark�the�centennial�anniversary�
of� the� Act,� the� Workers� Compensation� Section� of� the�
Philadelphia� Bar�Association� established� an�Art� Committee�
to� commission� a� series� of� eight� paintings� commemorating�
iconic�industries�and�products�built�by�Philadelphia�labor�and�
industry.�The�Section�will�unveil�two�pictures�in�2010�and�one�
per�year�thereafter�to�the�100th�anniversary�of�the�Act,�and�one�

more�for�century�two.
� � Why� commemorate� labor,�

industry� and� a� regulatory� act� in�
art?�Why� not� art?�More� than� any�
other� form� of� expression,� art� best�
captures� the�moods� and� emotions�
of�people�and� their� times.�Art�can�
tell�a�story,�educate,�commemorate�
and�inspire.��
The� Art� Committee� met� and�

decided� what� it� wanted.� The�
paintings� would� depict� various�
industries� and� subjects� unique�
to� Philadelphia.� They� would� be�
painted�by�one�hand,� in�one�style,�

and� would� show� how� Philadelphia� protected,� transported,�
clothed�and�entertained� the�nation.�Each� topic�would�depict�
ordinary�women�and�men�in�three�ways�–�in�paint,�print�and�
product.�Each�painting�would�be�huge�(four�feet�by�six�feet)�
and�worthy�of�the�subject.�Each�painting�would�hang�between�
an�explanatory�panel�detailing�its�significance�and�a�shadow�
box�displaying�the�actual�product�or�a�model�thereof.��
�Money�was�a�large�concern.�How�could�the�Section�raise�

the� estimated� $4,000� for� each� painting?� A� grant� from� the�
Legislature�or�the�Department�of�Labor�and�Industry�in�these�
times�was� impossible.� In� lieu� of� passing� the� hat� (a� Stetson�
of� course),� the� Section� agreed� to� fund� the� first� painting� in�
its�entirety�with�the�hope�that�once�members�of�the�workers’�
compensation�bar�saw�the�first�picture,�interest�would�spike.�
It�was�hoped�that�law�firms�representing�dockworkers�might�
wish� to� sponsor� a� painting� describing� ship-building� on� the�
Delaware�River.�Firms�that�represented�garment�makers�may�

The�Pennsylvania�legislature�passed�a�Workers’�Compensation�Act�
on�June�2,�1915.�It�was�a�long�time�coming.�An�ancient�concept�
dating� back� to� the� Code� of� Hammurabi� in� ancient� Babylon,� a�
compensation� system� of� paying� injured� workers� based� upon�

specific� body� parts� injured� was� already� well� established� by� the� late� 1800s�
in�Germany�and�Australia.�An�historic� contract�between� labor� and� industry,�
workers’�compensation�provided�employers�with�fixed�liability�costs,�promoted�
the�well�being�of�workers�in�a�no-fault�system,�and�as�Otto�von�Bismarck�sagely�
noted,� helped� to�maintain� the� social� order.� It�marked� an� early� thread� in� the�
social�safety�net�in�a�world�rapidly�moving�from�an�agricultural-based�society�
to�mass�industrialization�at�urban�manufacturing�sites�like�Philadelphia.��

Workers’�Compensation�Judge�A.�Michael�Snyder�meets�with�
artist�Shaina�Anderson�at�the�painting’s�unveiling�in�June.
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desire�to�sponsor�a�painting�on�the�garment�industry.��
�We�knew�where�the�paintings,�panels�and�the�boxes�would�

be�installed.��Surrounding�the�eight�courtrooms�at�the�Workers’�
Compensation�Office�of�Adjudication�at�8th�and�Arch�streets,�
was� a� giant�U-shaped� corridor�with� 200� feet� of� empty�wall�
space�rising�10�feet�high.�It�has�the�feel�and�look�of�a�museum�
gallery�with�perfect�public�access.
� The� Art� Committee� debated� the� style� of� the� paintings.�

Several� of� its� members� were� familiar� with� the� Federal�Art�
Project�of� the�1930s�Works�Progress�Administration.�Others�
had�seen�the�friezes�at�the�chamber�of�the�U.S.�Supreme�Court�
that�told�the�story�of�great�lawgivers�of�history�like�Maimonides�
and�Muhammad.�Some�members�had�seen�the�fresco�murals�
in�San�Francisco’s�Coit�Tower�and�Beach�Chalet.�After�some�
research,�we�learned�that�the�WPA�murals,�friezes,�reliefs�and�
statues�emphasized�nationalism,�the�rediscovery�of�America,�
and� the� dignity� of� work.� Placed� in� courthouses� and� public�
buildings� in� all� states,� these� now� iconic� paintings� vividly�
displayed� the� daily� lives� of� the� American� people� and� the�
history�of�the�local�area.�A�recent�exhibition�in�Harrisburg�had�
just�showcased�the�dozens�of�murals�placed�in�Pennsylvania�
post� offices� including�Allentown� and� Norristown.� No� state�
other�than�New�York�has�a�larger�collection�of�post�office�art�
than�Pennsylvania.��
� In� searching� for� the� proper� artist,� Judge� Pamela� Santoro�

introduced� the� Section� and� the� Art� Committee� to� Shaina�
Anderson.�A�recent�high�school�graduate�from�Indiana�County,�
Pa.,� Shaina� currently� attends� the� University� of� the�Arts� in�
Philadelphia.� Could� an� 18-year-old� art� student� adequately�
capture� and� re-create� an� industrial� setting� showing� the� toil,�
sweat,� and� dignity� of� work?� Could� she� produce� a� gritty�
rather�than�pretty�picture?�Was�she�willing�to�work�with�the�

Art� Committee� over� a� period� longer� than� Daniel� Radcliffe�
and�Emma�Watson� spent�on� the�Harry�Potter�movies� for� an�
infinitesimally� smaller� fee?� She� could� and� would!� After�
viewing�her�model�sketch�of�the�Budd�Company�production�
floor,�the�Art�Committee�knew�it�had�selected�the�right�artist.�
When�the�packing�was�removed�from�the�first�finished�painting,�
“Philadelphia�Moves�the�Nation,”�the�Art�Committee�cheered.��
� “Philadelphia� Moves� the� Nation,”� is� a� vivid� depiction�

of� passenger� cars� being� assembled� by�workers� of� the�Budd�
Company�at�their�old�Red�Lion�Road�plant.�It�was�unveiled�at�
the�Section’s�spring�party�in�June.
�Preliminary�work�on�the�second�painting�of�the�construction�

of�Battleship�New�Jersey�at� the�Philadelphia�Navy�Yard�has�
begun� thanks� to� a� generous� commitment� from� the� law� firm�
of� Freedman� and� Lorry.� Nonetheless,� raising� funds� for� the�
remaining�pictures�remains�a�challenge�and�goal.���
� As� we� look� to� the� second� century� of� the� Workers’�

Compensation�Act� in� Pennsylvania,�we� hope� that� this� great�
gift� to� the� citizens� and� industries� of� Philadelphia� will� give�
pleasure�to�everyone.

Judge Scott Olin (solin@state.pa.us) is a workers’ compensation 
judge in the Workers’ Compensation Office of Adjudication.
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Workers’�Compensation�Bureau�Judges�Pamela�Santoro�(from�left),�Andrea�McCormick�
and�Scott�Olin�join�artist�Shaina�Anderson,�Steven�Wright�(formerly�of�the�Budd�
Company)�and�Workers’�Compensation�Section�Art�Committee�members�Alexis�
Ouseley�and�Stephen�Fireoved�prior�to�the�painting’s�unveiling�on�June�2�in�Manayunk.

For more information on sponsoring a commissioned paint-
ing for the Workers’ Compensation Office of Adjudication, 
contact Katherine Tanaka Surbeck at 215-925-8400.

Contact Us





O ne�of�Chancellor�Scott�F.�Cooper’s�most�important�initiatives�for�his�year�in�of-
fice�is�the�Philadelphia�legal�community’s�impact�on�the�environment.�“We�have�
all�heard�about�the�potential�effects�of�global�warming�on�our�environment.�But�

few�among�us�have�given�serious�thought�to�how�this�trend�impacts�us�locally�–�and�profes-
sionally.�The�legal�profession�often�sees�itself�as�unrelated�to�environmental�issues.�But�we�
are�very�connected,”�Cooper�told�Bar�members�back�in�December.�
Cooper�set�forth�an�initiative�to�minimize�the�legal�community’s�impact�on�the�environ-

ment.�The�first�step�in�the�initiative�was�to�establish�a�Green�Ribbon�Task�Force�comprised�
of�members�from�various�sized�firms�and�legal�departments.�The�goals�of�this�Task�Force�
are�to�encourage�the�Bar�Association,�law�firms,�legal�departments�and�courts�to�become�
more�“green”�and�to�educate�attorneys�in�their�firms�and�as�individuals�as�to�how�they�can�
better�impact�the�environment.

By Michael B. Hayes, Kim R. Jessum and Sophia Lee

Thus� far,� the� Green� Ribbon� Task� Force�
has� gathered� information� about� what� the� Bar�
Association,� law� firms,� and� other� organizations�
are�doing.� �This�article�summarizes�what�the�Task�
Force�has�learned�to�date.

Bar Association Green Efforts
The�Task�Force�was� happy� to� find� that� the�Bar�

Association� has� already� undertaken� significant�
steps�to�reduce�the�environmental�impact�of�its�own�
day-to-day� operations.� Based� on� interviews� with�
staff�members,� the�Task�Force�discovered� that� the�
Bar�Association� recently� began� utilizing� partially�
recycled� paper� for� copying� and� for� its� monthly�
Philadelphia Bar Reporter�newspaper.�In�addition,�
the�Bar�Association�has�cut�down�its�paper�usage�by�
nearly�30�percent�over�the�past�five�years;�much�of�
which�can�be�attributed�directly�to�the�Association’s�
increased�utilization�of�e-mail�notices�and�“blasts”�
in� lieu� of� paper� mailings.� To� be� sure� of� receipt,�
the�Association� still� mails� certain� invitations� and�
notices� to� its� members,� but� the� frequency� and�
number�of� those�mailings�have�been� substantially�
reduced.��
The� continuing� evolution� and� expansion� of�

the� Bar� Association’s� website,� coupled� with� its�

development�of�the�Bar�Reporter�Online�and�Upon�
Further�Review�electronic�newsletters,�as�well�as�the�
Bar’s�new�presence�on�social�media�sites,�including�
Facebook®�and�Twitter®,� leave�no�doubt� that� the�
Association� intends� to� connect� with� its� members�
in� ways� that� are� relevant� and� environmentally�
conscious.�In�fact,�the�Green�Ribbon�Task�Force�has�
its�own�web�page�on�the�Bar�Association’s�website�
(www.philadelphiabar.org/page/green).��������
In�addition,�the�Bar�Association’s�offices�at�1101�

Market� St.� utilize� single-stream� recycling� with�
clearly�marked� recycling�containers� in� each�of� its�
meeting� areas.� For� the� unfamiliar,� single-stream�
recycling�begins�with�a�single�recycling�receptacle�
for� paper,� plastic,� metal� and� glass� waste� –� all� of�
which� are� later� separated� and� then� individually�
recycled�for�re-use.��In�fact,�the�entire�building�that�
houses� the� Bar�Association� utilizes� single-stream�
recycling�–�which�reflects�the�City�of�Philadelphia’s�
commitment�to�the�pursuit�of�more�environmentally�
responsible�behavior.
As�anyone�who�has�had�significant�involvement�

with�a�Bar�Association�board,�section�or�committee�
knows,� a� lot� of� meetings� take� place� at� the�
Association’s� offices,� and� most� of� them� involve�
breakfast� or� lunch.�As� a� result,� the�Green�Ribbon�
Task� Force� has� initiated� a� dialogue� with� Bar�



Association�staffers�to�determine�whether�and�how�its�catering�
policies� can� be�made�more� environmentally� conscious.�The�
Task�Force�and�Association�are�discussing� the�use�of�water-
filtration�systems,�glasses�and�mugs�instead�of�styrofoam�cups,�
and�staffers�have�been�taking�a�serious�look�at�more�recyclable�
alternatives�to�the�plastic�utensils�and�plates�provided�at�Bar�
Association�meetings.��
Finally,�the�Task�Force�spoke�with�Bar�Association�staffers�

about� their� electricity� and� other� office� energy� usage� and�
discussed�relatively�easy�methods�they�can�employ�to�reduce�
energy�consumption.�Although�the�Bar�Association�does�not�
yet�have�a�formal�energy�policy�in�place,�Bar�staffers�already�
turn� off� their� monitors,� printers,� copiers,� and� office� lights�
overnight� and� on� weekends,� and� utilize� ambient� sunlight�
in� lieu� of� electric� lighting� when� reasonably� possible.� The�
Task�Force� anticipates�working�with� the�Bar�Association� to�
develop� formal� guidelines� around�
office�energy�use,�but�in�the�meantime,�
the� Association� has� already� taken�
common-sense� steps� to� reduce� its�
consumption.

Law Firms and Gov. 
Legal Departments
In� March� 2007,� the� American�

Bar� Association� (ABA)� Section� of�
Environment,� Energy� and� Resources,�
in� cooperation� with� the� U.S.�
Environmental� Protection� Agency�
(EPA),�announced�the�ABA-EPA�Law�
Office�Climate�Challenge.�The�Climate�
Challenge� provides� law� offices� with�
specific� methods� to� conserve� energy�
and�resources�and�reduce�emissions�of�
greenhouse�gases�and�other�pollutants.�
According�to�its�website,�“Law�offices�
may� meet� the� Climate� Challenge�
simply� by� undertaking� best� practices�
for� office� paper� management� or� by�
participating� in� one� or� more� of� three�
EPA� partnership� (i.e.,� voluntary)�
programs.”�“Best�practices”�for�office�
paper�management�include�reducing�paper�usage,�purchasing�
paper� with� increased� recycled� content,� and� increasing�
recycling.� The� three� EPA� partnership� programs� include� the�
EPA’s�WasteWise� program,�which� encourages� firms� to� save�
energy� by� reducing� waste;� EPA’s� Green� Power� Partnership�
program,� which� encourages� firms� to� purchase� energy� from�
renewable� sources� to� cover� at� least� a� portion� of� electricity�
usage;� and� EPA’s� Energy� Star� program,� which� encourages�
firms�to�reduce�energy�use�by�at�least�10�percent�by�purchasing�
Energy�Star-designated�equipment�and�by�implementation�of�
better�energy�management�practices.
In� order� for� law� firms� to� participate,� an� application�must�

be�completed.�Any�law�office�that�adopts�the�“best�practices”�
program�or�meets�the�minimum�requirements�for�participation�
in� an� EPA� program,� will� be� recognized� as� a� Law� Office�
Climate� Challenge� Partner.� Law� offices� that� reach� a� higher�

level� of� participation� in� at� least� one� of� the� EPA� programs�
qualify�as�a�Law�Office�Climate�Challenge�Leader.�Qualifying�
law�offices�will�be�recognized,�and,�for�those�that�participate�
in� EPA� programs,� the� amount� of� greenhouse� gas� emissions�
avoided� by� their� actions� will� be� posted� on� the�ABA’s� Law�
Office�Climate�Challenge�website.
Firms� have� already� met� many� of� the� requirements� by�

buying�recycled�paper�products,�printing�double-sided�copies,�
providing�public�transportation�incentives,�purchasing�Energy�
Star� appliances,� shutting� down� computer� equipment� at� the�
end�of�each�work�day,�reducing�toner�settings�on�printers�and�
recycling�toner�cartridges,�purchasing�“green”�office�supplies,�
and� replacing� communications� via� paper� by� using� more�
electronic� communications.� Philadelphia� legal� organizations�
that�are�participating�in�the�Climate�Challenge�include�Cozen�
O’Connor;�Dechert�LLP;�Duane�Morris�LLP;�Exelon�Legal�

Department;� Gibbons� P.C.;� Hangley�
Aronchick� Segal� &� Pudlin;� Klehr,�
Harrison,�Harvey,�Branzburg�&�Ellers�
LLP;�and�Reed�Smith�LLP.
Philadelphia� legal� offices� are� also�

participating�in�local�“green”�initiatives.�
One�such�local�initiative�is�the�Greater�
Philadelphia�Green�Business�Program�
(GPGBP),� launched� last� April.� “The�
GPGBP� is� a� program� that� focuses� on�
the�‘greening’�of�operational�practices�
in�office�environments�and�was�created�
to� fill� the� ‘office� niche’� left� by� other�
green�programs�such�as�LEED�for�new�
buildings�and�renovations�and�EPA�and�
DEP� regulations� for� manufacturing�
facilities,”�said�Dan�Reilly�of�Drinker�
Biddle� &� Reath� LLP,� chair� of� the�
Marketing�and�Outreach�Committee�of�
the�GPGBP.
As� stated� on� the� GPGBP� website,�

organizations� “are� making� a� public�
promise� to� change� their� daily�
business� practices� to� reduce� impacts�
on� the� environment.”� To� participate,�
organizations� commit� to� designating�
a� green� committee� or� advocate� and�

meeting� seven� mandatory� requirements� and� 20� elective�
measures� chosen� from� a� long� list.� “Current� membership� in�
the�GPGBP�is�approaching�100�companies/firms�and�includes�
numerous� law� firms,� such� as� Drinker;� Morgan� Lewis� &�
Bockius�LLP;�Duane�Morris�LLP;�and�Manko,�Gold,�Katcher�
&�Fox�LLP,”�Reilly�said.�
Last�April,�Mayor�Michael�Nutter,� through�Philadelphia’s�

Office� of� Sustainability,� released� a� comprehensive� plan,�
known�as�Greenworks�Philadelphia,�to�make�Philadelphia�the�
greenest� city� in�America�by�2015.�Greenworks�Philadelphia�
considers� sustainability� through� five� areas:� energy,�
environment,� equity,� economy� and� engagement.�Among� the�
targets�are�lower�city�government�energy�consumption�by�30�
percent;�reduce�citywide�building�energy�consumption�by�10�
percent;�retrofit�15�percent�of�housing�stock�with�insulation,�
air�sealing�and�cool�roofs;�purchase�and�generate�20�percent�
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of� electricity� used� in� Philadelphia� from� alternative� energy�
sources;� reduce� greenhouse� gas� emissions� by� 20� percent;�
improve� air� quality� toward� attainment� of� federal� standards;�
divert�70�percent�of�solid�waste�from�landfills�manage�storm�
water�to�meet�federal�standards;�provide�park�and�recreation�
resources�within�10�minutes�of�75�percent�of�residents;�bring�
local� food� within� 10� minutes� of� 75� percent� of� residents;�
increase�tree�coverage�toward�30�percent�in�all�neighborhoods�
by�2025;�reduce�vehicle�miles�traveled�by�10�percent;�increase�
the�state�of�good�repair�in�resilient�infrastructure;�and�double�
the�number�of�low-�and�high-skill�green�jobs.��
The� plan� has� already� been� implemented� in� many� city�

government�offices.�For�example,�city�attorneys’�offices�have�
lighting�with�motion� sensors� and� computers� that� shut� down�
after�a�certain�amount�of�time�of�idling.�Double-sided�printing�
is�also�required�in�some�offices.
Although�many�law�firms�have�not�joined�a�specific�initiative,�

such�as� those�offered�by� the�ABA�and� the�GPGBP,� they�are�
still�implementing�“green”�policies.�Fox�Rothschild�LLP�has�
established� an� Environmental� Committee,� and� according� to�
its�website,�“the�firm�is�committed�to�reducing�its�impact�on�
the�environment�and�promoting�environmental�stewardship.”�
Similarly,�Stradley�Ronon�Stevens�&�Young,�LLP�has�a�Green�
Committee�with�a�proposed�mission�to�identify�and�implement�
ways� to� mitigate� the� firm’s� impact� on� the� environment.� In�
cooperation� with� its� landlord,� Stradley� provides� bins� for�
commingled� recyclables� that�accept�clear�and�colored�glass,�
aluminum� cans,� bi-metal� tins,� and� #1� and� #2� plastics.� The�
firm�also�has�changed�from�serving�water�in�plastic�bottles�to�
providing�pitchers�of�water�for�on-site�meetings�and�became�a�
business�member�of�PhillyCarShare™.
Further,� Drinker� Biddle� has� implemented� a� wide� variety�

of� green�measures,� including� low-cost� items,� such� as� using�
pitchers�of�ice�water�instead�of�bottled�water�for�meetings�and�
purchasing�compostable�cups,�and�higher�cost�items,�such�as�
replacing�traditional�light�switches�with�motion�sensors.�Even�
though�the�replacement�of�switches�had�an�initial�cost,�it�has�
resulted�in�a�reduction�of�approximately�$1,800�per�month�in�
energy�costs.�According�to�Reilly,�Drinker��has�also�installed�
recycled�wastebaskets�for�conference�rooms�and�coffee�areas;�
recycled�carpeting;�purchased�custom�furniture�made�of�wood�
from� the� green� certified� forests� registry;� used� eco-friendly�
low�VOC�paints�during�a� recent� renovation;�held� light�bulb�
drives;�implemented�a�battery�recycling�policy;�provided�bike�
racks�for�commuting;�and�installed�filtered�water�systems�in�
kitchenette�areas.�

Corporate Legal Departments
Companies� wanting� to� be� good� corporate� citizens� are�

constantly�looking�for�opportunities�to�engage�in�sustainable�
business�practices.�Going�green�as�a�means�to�avoid�wasteful�
practices� is� one� such� strategy� that� is� not� only� good� for� the�
environment,�but�can�also�ultimately�benefit�the�bottom�line�by�
eliminating�wasteful� spending.� Corporate� legal� departments�
are�a�critical�part�of�the�success�of�such�a�business�strategy.
According� to� the� ABA� Section� of� Environment,� Energy�

and�Resources,� an� informal� survey� of� law� firms� found� that�
lawyers�use�up�to�a�half-ton�of�printer�and�copier�paper�over�

the� course�of� a�year.�That� figure�did�not�
include� the� use� of� special� papers,� nor�
did� it�account� for�paper�consumption� in�
connection�with�use�of�copying�services�
or�for�trial�preparation.�To�put�that�volume�
of�paper�use�into�perspective,�the�life�cycle�
of�one� ton�of�office�paper� releases�nine� tons�
of�carbon�dioxide�equivalent�gases,�from�wood�
production�to�the�recycling�process.��
Corporate� legal� departments� no� doubt� recognize�

that�much� of� the� printer� and� copier� paper� use� by� law� firms�
is� for� the� benefit� of� keeping� the� corporate� counsel� client�
informed�of�the�status�of�matters�for�which�the�law�firm�has�
been�retained.�Corporate�counsel�are�often�sent�paper�versions�
of� correspondence,� status� reports,� summaries� and� enclosure�
letters� attaching� copies� of� legal� filings� (with� exhibits),�
deposition� transcripts� (with� exhibits),� expert� reports� (with�
exhibits)�and�copies�of�document�productions�from�opposing�
counsel,�just�to�name�a�few�examples.
Some� corporate� legal� departments� have� implemented�

outside�counsel�policies�and�procedures�that�require�electronic�
transmission� of� documents� to� the� greatest� extent� possible.�
And,�to�the�extent�that�there�is�IT�capacity�to�manage�such�a�
process,�some�corporate�legal�departments�require�that�outside�
counsel�submit�all� invoices�via�an�electronic�billing�system,�
thereby� eliminating� the� need� to� send� paper� invoices� and�
multiple� pages� of� receipt� attachments� that� often� accompany�
the� invoice.�Furthermore,� some� companies� have� capacity� to�
transfer�funds�electronically�in�payment�of�the�invoice,�which�
eliminates�the�need�to�send�a�paper�check�in�a�paper�envelope.
Internally,�corporate�law�departments�are�helping�to�reduce�

greenhouse� gas� emissions� by� purchasing� recycled� paper� for�
use�in�copiers�and�printers,�requiring�that�all�printers�default�
to� the� double-sided� print� option� and� eliminating� the� use� of�
banner� pages� for� print� jobs.� Internal� business� meetings� are�
often�conducted�without�the�distribution�of�numerous�copies�
of� paper� agendas� and� documents,� but� by� use� of� a� single�
company-issued�laptop�containing�the�materials�necessary�for�
the�meeting�connected�to�a�conference�room�screen�for�view�
by�all�of�the�attendees.
Despite� the�green�efforts� that�have�already�been�made�by�

the� different� legal� entities,� the� legal� community� still� needs�
to�do�more.�As�stated�by�Chancellor�Cooper,�“Regardless�of�
size,� any� law� office� –� whether� a� private� firm,� nonprofit� or�
government�agency,�or� law�school�clinic�–�can� take�steps� to�
reduce�energy�use�and�waste,�thus�creating�less�to�be�disposed�
of�in�landfills�and�less�demand�for�energy�production�with�its�
environmental�impacts.”��For�further�information�on�how�law�
firms,�legal�departments�and�individual�attorneys�can�make�an�
impact,�please�visit�the�Green�Ribbon�Task�Force�website�at�
www.philadelphiabar.org/page/green.

Michael B. Hayes (mhayes@mmwr.com), a partner with 
Montgomery, McCracken, Walker & Rhoads LLP, and Kim R. 
Jessum (KJessum@stradley.com), of counsel to Stradley Ronon 
Stevens & Young, LLP, are co-chairs of the Philadelphia Bar 
Association’s Green Ribbon Task Force. Sophia Lee (slee@
sunocoinc.com), senior counsel at Sunoco, is assistant secretary of 
the Philadelphia Bar Association. 
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PeTer Vaira:��a great deal of your book and a great deal of 
the credibility of your work is the result of your personal 
interviews with key players in the investigation and 
impeachment process.  How did you approach them, as 
a journalist, a historian or investigator?

Dean GorMLeY: A� combination� of� them� all.� � I� have� journalistic�
experience� from� college� and� law� school.� � I�was� also� a� litigator� for�
several� years.� � Putting� together� a� book� of� this� sort,� going� through�
documents�and�interviews,�is�much�like�preparing�a�massive�case�for�
trial.��I�let�the�individuals�tell�their�stories.�I�was�not�under�a�deadline,�
and�could�afford�multiple�interviews.�[They�were�always�approached]�
through�an�intermediary�they�trusted.�Quite�often�it�was�through�their�
attorneys.�I�would�never�have�gotten�anywhere�with�a�cold�call.

How did you get to monica Lewinsky and how did you 
gain her confidence?
Her� attorney,� Plato�Cacheris,� urged� her� to�meet�with�me.� �He� told�

her� it� benefited� her� by� talking�
with�me.� It� took� a� great� deal� of�
time�to�gain�her�confidence.�This�
developed�over�a�period�of�time.��
She�was�very�leery�of�me�at�first,�
because�she�had�been�burned�by�
many�writers.�I�also�spent�a�lot�of�
time�with�her�father�and�mother.

Was Ken starr over 
his head as the special 
counsel? What about his 
staff? some persons have 
criticized them as not 

being highly qualified. I have read scott turow’s op-ed 
article in the new York times criticizing them. 
I� think�he�was�miscast�as�a�prosecutor.�He�is�a�phenomenal� lawyer.��
He� was� the� Solicitor� General� of� the� United� States,� and� sat� on� the�
federal�D.C.�circuit.�He�was�by�training�more�of�an�appellate�judge.��
He� did� not� have� the� experience� or� the� innate� disposition� to� think�
like�a�prosecutor.�He� tended� to� refer� to�his�subordinates,�and�didn’t�
appreciate�the�lead�prosecutor�position.�I�recall�reading�that�article.�I�
interviewed�Starr’s�staff�members�many�times.�They�could�have�easily�
dismissed�me�as� the�enemy,�but� they�cooperated.� I� respected�Jackie�
Bennett�and�Hickman�Ewing.�They�came�to�feel�very�strongly�that�the�
Clinton�White�House�was�stone�walling�and�didn’t�help�itself.��They�
were�naturally�aggressive,�and�over�time�came�to�have�a�deep�disdain�
for�President�Clinton.

You said that you had another observation regarding the 
starr staff, relating to its depth of experience?

10QuesTiOns
            for 

Dean Ken Gormley

inTeRVieW By peTeR F. VaiRa

K en�Gormley,�dean�of� the�Duquesne�University�School�of�Law,�
is� the� author� of� the� bestselling� book,�The Death of American 
Virtue: Clinton vs. Starr,�a�review�of�the�Clinton�impeachment.��
Aside�from�the�very�scholarly�research,�the�book�is�noteworthy�
for�Gormley’s�ability�to�obtain�personal,�lengthy�interviews�with�

key�persons�involved�in�the�impeachment,�and�the�events�leading�up�to�the�impeach-
ment.�The�information�provided�by�the�participants�is�not�only�historically�correct,�
it�is�at�time�startling.�The�book�and�its�accompanying�notes�are�primary�historical�
sources.�The�book�is�not�only�a�good�read,�it�is�good�history.�Dean�Gormley�is�also�
the�author�of�Archibald Cox: Conscience of a Nation,�about�the�Watergate�scandal.�
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Yes,� there� is� another� important� factor� about� Starr’s� staff� that� has�
received�little�attention.�What�many�observers�have�not�appreciated�
is�that�Starr�did�not�have�any�persons�running�the�investigation�who�
had�any�relationship�with�the�major�players�in�the�Washington�legal�
community.�What� helps� in� a� high-profile� case� of� this� sort� is�well�
respected� persons� who� could� call� lawyers� representing� witnesses�
and�President�Clinton� and� talk� lawyer� to� lawyer� in�order� to� avoid�
stand�offs�and�train�wrecks.�Starr�was�not�a�prosecutor�and�he�did�not�
have�heavyweights�of�this�stature�on�his�staff.�He�needed�someone�
like�Chuck�Ruff�or�Dave�Margolis,�well�known�in�Washington,�who�
could�make�a�call�to�the�White�House�and�work�out�problems.

What about the dismissal of robert Fiske as the 
independent counsel, and replacing him with starr?
That�was�unfortunate.�Bob�Fiske�was�the�perfect�person�for�the�job.��
Unlike�Starr,�Bob�had�spent�a�long�time�in�the�federal�prosecutor’s�
office.�He�was� the�former�United�States�Attorney�for� the�Southern�
District� of� New�York.� He� treated� the� investigation� like� a� special�
prosecutor�should.��He�moved�to�Arkansas�and�quit�his�law�firm�job.��
Fiske’s�position�was� that�when�you�are� investigating� the�President�
of� the�United�States�your�obligation�as�special�counsel� is� to�get� in�
there�and�get�the�job�done.�Fiske’s�prosecutors�told�me�that�if�Fiske�
was� the� special� counsel�he�would�have�never� touched� the�Monica�

Lewinsky�matter.��On�top�of�that,�Fiske�would�have�wrapped�up�his�
investigation�before�Monica�ever�entered�the�scene.

You mentioned in your book that you discovered a 
proposed indictment of Hillary Clinton?  
I�am�one�of�the�few�persons�to�have�ever�seen�it.�I�am�quite�sure�that�
President� and�Mrs.�Clinton� have� never� seen� it.� It�was� a� proposed�
indictment�of�Hillary�Clinton�and�Webster�Hubbell.�I�found�it�among�
some�documents�where�it�should�not�have�been.�Given�the�location�
where� I� found� it,� it�was�very�clear� that� it�was�authentic.�Although�
there�were�some�members�of�Ken�Starr’s�staff�who�favored�indicting�
Mrs.�Clinton,�the�staff�eventually�turned�it�down.�What�was�intriguing�
was�the�timing�—�it�was�clear�that�this�was�a�tactic�to�bring�pressure�
on� the� Clintons� when�Monica� Lewinsky� was� not� cooperating,� to�
cause�someone�to�crack�in�order�to�make�the�criminal�case�against�
the�President.

How did monica Lewinsky decide to cooperate with 
the starr prosecutors?
She�hired�Plato�Cacheris�and�Jake�Stein�as�her�lawyers.�They�were�
experienced�professionals�and�made�it�clear�they�would�not�engage�
in�a�media�circus�as�did�her�first�attorney�Bill�Ginsburg.�Cacheris�and�
Stein�did�not�engage�in�games�with�the�prosecutors�either.�Ginsburg�is�
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a�colorful�character.�His�specialty�is�medical�
malpractice� and� not� criminal� defense.� �The�
Clinton�people�complimented�him�for� tying�
the� special� prosecutor’s� staff� in� knots� and�
keeping�Monica�out�of�the�grand�jury�for�six�
months,� largely� through� playing� the�media.��
Plato�Cacheris�was�all�business�and�made�it�
clear�he�was�representing�Monica�Lewinsky,�
and�that�was�his�only�job.

In the book you describe Dave 
schippers, the attorney for the 
house impeachment team, as being 
a vigorous prosecutor. Curiously, 
schippers is a very strong Democrat.  
You state that schippers had a plan 
to subpoena material from Janet 
reno, the attorney General.  What 
was that plan?
Dave�had�his�own�game�plan�for�prosecuting�
the�case.�He�was�very�firm�in�wanting�to�go�
full�steam�ahead�with�the�impeachment�effort.��
Both� Schippers� and� Congressman� Henry�
Hyde� were� trying� to� expand� the� articles�
of� impeachment� to� include� allegations�
involving� President� Clinton’s� and� Vice�
President� Al� Gore’s� fundraising� activities�
in� the�White�House.� Janet�Reno�would� not�
pursue� the� allegations.� Schippers� told� me�
that�they�were�prepared�to�issue�a�subpoena�
from� the� impeachment� committee� to� Janet�
Reno.� If� she� refused� to� appear� or� produce�
documents� they�would�have�moved� to�hold�
her� in� contempt� and� hold� her� in� a� jail-type�
facility� until� she� complied.� Congressman�
Hyde�gave�Schippers�permission�to�proceed�
in� this� fashion,� but� the� Senate� refused� to�
expand�the�investigation�in�this�fashion.

In all this, were there any persons 
who deserved a John Kennedy – 
profile in Courage award?
Judge� Susan� Webber� Wright,� the� District�
Court� judge� in� Arkansas� who� handled� the�

Paula� Jones� case,� was� one.� She� handled�
the� case� very� professionally.� Ken� Starr’s�
group� came� swooping� in� and� interfered�
with� her� case.� Congress� then� launched� the�
impeachment� proceeding.� She� stayed� away�
from� politics� and� waited� until� the� entire�
political� matter� was� settled.� She� then� held�
Clinton� in� contempt� for� lying� under� oath�
and�fined�him.�Curiously,�Ken�Starr�and�the�
House� of� Representatives� had� cajoled� an�
impeachment�vote�before�any�court�had�found�
that� Clinton’s� perjury� was� material,� which�
would�have�potentially�provided�a�basis�for�
impeachment.� There� was� no� evidence� to�
back� up� that� impeachment� charge.�When� it�
all�died�down,�Judge�Wright�found�his�false�
statements�warranted�a�relatively�small�fine,�
and� treated�him� like�any�other� civil� litigant�
who� had� failed� to� tell� the� truth� in� her� civil�
proceedings.��
Finally,� I� believe� that� the�American� public�
deserves� a� Profile� in� Courage� Award� for�
letting� the� Senate� know� that� this� was�
overblown� and� they� wanted� to� end� it.��
Opinion� polls� and� letters� told� the� Senators�
how�the�public�felt.

What will you do with the massive 
amount of resource material you 
have obtained?  I believe a great 
deal of it is what historians call 
original source material.
Eventually�I�plan�to�donate�it�to�the�Library�
of�Congress�or�some�educational� institution�
so� that� it� will� be� available� to� historians,�
educators,� political� scientists� and� future�
generations� of� citizens� interested� in� this�
difficult�but� fascinating�period�of�American�
history.

Peter F. Vaira (p.vaira@vairariley.com), a 
partner with Vaira & Riley, P.C., is a member 
of the Editorial Board of The Philadelphia 
Lawyer.
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Neill�Clark�stretches�at�the�Philadelphia�Museum�of�
Art�before�a�recent�lunchtime�training�session.



12 Years Running
Attorney and self-proclaimed running geek Neill Clark has won the  
legal division of the Bar Association’s 5K run for 12 straight years.

By Jeff Lyons
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H ad� it� not� been� for� a� request� from� Cooter�
Davenport� of� “Dukes� of� Hazzard”� fame,�
Neill� Clark� might� not� be� the� 12-time�
defending�champion�of� the�Philadelphia�Bar�

Association’s�5K�run.�
“It� was� the� summer� before�my� seventh-grade� year� and� a�

family�friend�was�entered�in�a�5K�race�and�we�were�visiting�
him�and�he�said�‘why�don’t�you�jump�in?’�I�said�sure,”�said�
Clark.�That�friend�was�actor�Ben�Jones,�who�played�Cooter�on�
television�and�would�later�represent�Georgia�in�the�U.S.�House�
of�Representatives.�Clark�would�end�up�working�for�Jones�in�
Washington�for�a�couple�of�years�before�law�school.�
“I�had�these�terrible�skateboard�shoes�for�that�race.�I�think�

I�may�have�won�my�age�group.�But�when�I�woke�up�the�next�
day,�I�could�hardly�walk.�But�I�loved�it.�I�knew�this�was�for�
me.�When�spring�track�came�around�in�middle�school,� I�did�
that.�Of�all�the�sports�that�I�had�played,�I�was�most�successful�
at�running.”�
Clark,�an�associate�at�Berger�&�Montague,�P.C.,�who�handles�

class-action� litigation,� said� his� love� for� running� snowballed�
after� that�very�first�race.�In�high�school�outside�Chicago,�he�
ran�cross-country,�indoor�track�in�the�winter�and�outdoor�track�
in�the�spring.�“That’s�almost�the�schedule�I�follow�now�as�an�
adult,”�he�said.
In� college,� he� ran� all� four� years� at� Appalachian� State�

University�in�North�Carolina.�He�took�a�break�from�running�
during�his�first�year�at�law�school�at�Temple�University.�“My�
first� daughter� was� born� that� year� and� it� was� my� first� year�
of� law� school.”� He� started� running� again� with� a� classmate�
during�his�second�year�at�Temple�Law�and�decided�to�run�the�
Philadelphia�Marathon.
“That�was�my�first�marathon�and�it�was�terrible,”�he�recalled�

with�a� laugh.�“It�was� like�most�peoples’�experience.� It�goes�
well�for�a�while,�but�when�the�wheels�fall�off,�they�really�fall�
off.�The�last�six�miles�were�pretty�painful�and�I�still�haven’t�
figured� out� that� race.� I’m� probably� going� to� do� the�Marine�
Corps�Marathon� (held� in� late� October� in�Arlington,� Va.).� I�
train�with�a�guy�who’s�an�ex-Navy�SEAL�who�got�me�roped�

into�doing�the�marathon.�So�I’m�going�to�try�it�again�this�fall.
� “I�did� the�Broad�Street�Run� in�May.� I�actually�didn’t� try�

to�push�myself�because�of�the�heat�and�I�knew�I�had�the�Bar�
5K�coming�up.�It�takes�about�a�day�to�recover�for�every�mile�
you�run�in�a�race,�so�if�you�factor�in�the�heat,�you�knew�it�was�
going�to�be�a�long�recovery�period.�
Clark�estimates�he’s�competed�in�more�than�500�races�and�

won� about� 50� of� them.�But� he� prefers� to� run� shorter� races.�
“I� like� races� that� last� five�minutes,� not� three� hours.”�Clark,�
a�member�of� the�Greater�Philadelphia�Track�Club,� still� runs�
the�mile�in�the�same�time�he�did�back�in�high�school,�which�
is�between�4�minutes,�35�seconds�and�4�minutes,�42�seconds.�
“I’m�not�an�exception.�There�are�guys�on�my� team�who�are�
45�and�are� running� faster� than� they�did� in�high�school.�And�
they�were�good�high�school�runners.”�He�first�broke�the�five-
minute�mile�barrier�when�he�was�14.
But� the� Bar�Association� 5K� remains� one� of� his� favorite�

events.�“The�first�year�I�entered�it�was�a�two-mile�race�and�I�
was�clerking�for�[Philadelphia�Court�of�Common�Pleas]�Judge�
Stephen� Levin� at� the� time.�We� entered� a� team� and� I� think�
our�team�won�overall.�The�judge�even�ran.�And�that�was�the�
first�year�I�entered.�I’ve�been�doing�it�ever�since.�I�mark�my�
calendar�–�my�training�almost�revolves�around�it,”�said�Clark,�
who�was�the�overall�winner�of�the�Bar�5K�in�2006�and�2009.
“The�Bar�5K� is� one�of� the� few� races�where�you� compete�

against� people� you� know� outside� the� running� community.�
These�are�colleagues,�and�people�I�graduated�law�school�with�
and�people�that�I�work�with.�One�of�the�other�great�things�is�
the�layout�of�the�course.�It’s�an�‘out-and-back�course’�where�
you� run�out,� turn� around�and�come�back.� I’ve�never�had� so�
many�people�cheering�for�me�when�I’m�on�the�way�back.�It’s�
just�wonderful�to�see�people�that�you�work�with�and�litigate�
with�doing�something�outside�the�law.�It’s�a�very�supportive�
environment.�A�lot�of�these�races�are�run�on�a�Saturday�in�the�
middle�of�nowhere�and�it’s�a�nice�community�event�but�you�
don’t�really�know�anyone.�Some�of�these�track�meets�are�a�lot�
of�running�geeks�like�me.�Rarely�do�you�get�an�event�where�
everyone�is�supportive�of�each�other.�It’s�well�run,�too.�I�run�
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a�lot�of�races�and�[race�chair]�Manny�
Pokotilow�does�a�great�job�of�putting�
on�a�race�and�organizing.”
Clark� takes� his� running� very�

seriously.� You� won’t� see� him�
training� and� listening� to� an� iPod�
while� he� runs.�He� uses� his� training�
time�to�decompress�from�the�stresses�
of�his� job.�“Serious�runners�kind�of�
‘poo�poo’�runners�with�iPods.�I�don’t�
need�something�to�distract�me�when�
I’m� running.� It’s� so�nice� to� be� able�
not�to�have�anything�to�focus�on.�As�
a� lawyer,� your� whole� day� is� spent�
focusing�and�thinking.�Running�is�a�
time�to�have�stream�of�consciousness�
thoughts.� That’s� probably� why� I�
enjoy�it�so�much.�I�rarely�run�alone.�
I� run�with� a� group� of� guys� and�we�
talk� about� everything� –� kids,� wives,�
girlfriends.� Once� in� a� while� we� may�
talk� about� what’s� going� on� at� work,�
but�generally�we�don’t.�Running� is� an�
escape�from�work.”
Clark� likes� to� run� along� Kelly�

Drive� during� his� lunch� hour.�A� lot� of�
times� he’ll� train� in� the�morning.� “But�
sometimes�my�day�will�get�away�from�
me�and�it’ll�be�10�o’clock�at�night�and�
I’ll� be� out� running� because� I� couldn’t�
fit�it�in.”�
And� boy,� does� he� run.� And� run.�

And�run.�Clark�runs�almost�every�day,�
taking� just� one� day� off� every� three�
weeks.�When�in�training�he�can�run�as�
much�as�70�to�75�miles�per�week.�But�
when� preparing� for� a� race,� he� lowers�
his�mileage� to� 45� to� 50� a�week.� “I’ve�

been�running�for�more�than�20�years.�If�
we�did�the�math,�I�guess�I’ve�easily�run�
more�than�40,000�miles�over�the�course�
of�my�life.”
Like�all�good�attorneys,�good�runners�

need�to�be�prepared�for�what’s�coming�
ahead.��“I�enjoy�the�process�of�training�
and� you� spend� chunks� of� time� doing�
certain� kinds� of� training.� Your� body�
starts�to�adapt�and�you�see�the�changes�
and� the� results.� When� you� have� a�
focused�race�like�the�Bar�race,�you�put�
that�at�the�end�of�your�timeline�and�you�
gear�up�toward�it.�I’ve�been�doing�this�
for�more� than� 20� years� and� I’ve� been�
able�to�listen�to�my�body�and�figure�out�
what�it�needs�to�do�on�race�day.�I�enjoy�
training�and�I�enjoy�racing�and�putting�
it�all�together,”�Clark�said.

“Running� is� similar� to� being� a�
litigator.�You�have�a� trial�date�and�
you� put� all� the� effort� prior� to� that�
with�discovery�and�everything�else.�
And�then�the�trial�comes�and�there’s�
your� chance� to� perform� and� your�
chance� to� show� what� your� effort�
and�work�has�been�about.”
“He’s� a� top-notch� lawyer,”� said�

Michael�J.�Boni,�co-founder�of�Boni��
&�Zack�LLC,�who�is�working�with�
Clark�on�the�pro�bono�class-action�
litigation�in�the�Lower�Merion�high�
school�web�cam�case.
“Neill� has� given� invaluable�

time,� assistance� and� advice� in� this�
very� emotional� case,”� said� Boni.�
“His� judgment� seems� to� be� that�
of� a� senior� partner� at� a� law� firm.�

His� tone� is� perfect.� He’s� never� shrill.�
He’s� very� calm� and� advocates� within�
himself.�This� is�a�very�emotional�case�
and�it�takes�a�lot�of�restraint�to�litigate�
it.”
“Based�on�his�record�as�a�runner,�I’d�

say�he�as�accomplished�a�lawyer�as�he�
is�a�runner,”�said�Boni.
Clark� doesn’t� focus� on� the� other�

runners� when� he� gets� to� the� starting�
line�on�race�day.�“You�look�around�and�
see� people� you’ve� run� against� before�
so�you�know�who�is�fast�and�who�isn’t�
as� fast� as� you� are.�But�my�mindset� is�
really� to� focus� on� what� I’ve� done� to�
prepare�and�try�to�execute�that�and�not�
try� to� get� ahead� of� myself.� Because�
some� days� you� just� never� know� how�
you’re�going�to�feel.�But�if�you’ve�done�

Top 10 Finishers  
Legal Division  

2010 Bar Association 5K

1.  Neill Clark 16:47
2.  Colin Knisley 17:20
3.  Frank Maneri 17:30
4.  Gary Owens 17:33
5.  Jordan Lavine 18:16
6.  Philip Tegtmeier 18:21
7.  William Burnett 18:50
8.  Peter Lively 19:27
9.  Stuart Brooks 19:35
10. Benjamin Schmidt 19:36

Neill�Clark�(1)�starts�the�2010�Bar�Association�5K�run.�
He�was�the�overall�winner�of�the�race�in�2006�and�2009.



the�right�resting�and�hydration,�you’re�going�to�have�a�decent�
performance.�
“Usually�I�show�up�to�the�line�in�pretty�good�shape.�I�know�

I’ve�done�the�work�necessary.�I�do�some�other�racing�against�
college�kids�and�high�school�kids.�Being�referred�to�as�the�‘old�
guy’�is�fun�when�you�beat�them.�I’ve�beaten�a�couple�of�kids�
and� heard� ‘you� got� beat� by� the� old� guy’� and� that’s� actually�
kind�of�gratifying,”�said�Clark,�who�just�turned�39.�
Clark�enters�between�15�and�20�races�each�year,�but�the�Bar�

Association�5K�holds�a�special�place�in�his�heart.�“I�don’t�have�
any�other�race�where�I�have�a�winning�streak�like�this�one.�But�
it’s�a�lot�of�fun.”�Clark�finished�first�in�the�legal�competition�
in� the� May� 16� race,� running� the� course� in� 16� minutes,� 47�
seconds.�Clark�said�it�was�his�fastest�5K�time�in�eight�years.
Camaraderie�is�another�reason�for�Clark’s�love�of�running.�

“The�people�I�run�with�are�some�of�my�closest�friends.�There’s�
something� about� shared� misery.� When� you’re� doing� these�
workouts�and�you’re�barely�hanging�on,�you�push�each�other�
and�develop�a�connection.�It�doesn’t�exist�with�people�who�I�
don’t�run�with.�Not�that�I�don’t�have�close�connections�with�
non-runners.�But� there� is� something� special� and� undeniable�
about� your� fellow� runners.�And� you� understand� each� other�
on� a� different� wavelength� that� you� don’t� have� with� other�
people.� I’ve�gotten�some�really�great� friendships�out�of� it.� I�
feel�that�these�are�some�of�the�people�in�my�life�I�can�turn�to�if�
something�happened.�I’d�go�to�my�running�friends�first.�We’ve�
figured�out�a� lot�of� life’s�problems�on� long� runs�on�Sunday�
mornings.”�
One� of� Clark’s� friends� is� Bryan�Mahon,� co-owner� of� the�

Philadelphia� Runner� stores.� Mahon� and� co-owner� Ross�
Martinson�lets�Clark�use�his�store�at�16th�and�Sansom�streets�
as�a� locker� room�before�and�after�his� lunchtime� runs,� so�he�
doesn’t�return�to�the�office�as�a�sweaty�mess.�“Bryan�and�his�
employees� have� been� great� to� me� over� the� years.� Without�

Bryan� and� his� support,� my� training� would� have� been� a� lot�
more�difficult.”
Mahon�even�put�a�$200�bounty�on�Clark�for�this�year’s�race.�

Anyone�who�beat�Clark�in�the�Bar�Association�division�of�the�
race�would�get�the�cash.�The�bounty�went�unclaimed�this�year.
And� speaking� of� friends,� it� was� Jones�who� bought� Clark�

his�first�pair�of�running�shoes�when�Clark�was�in�junior�high.�
He’s�gone�through�dozens�and�dozens�of�pairs�in�his�running�
lifetime.
“I�have�a�closet�full�of�running�shoes.�I�go�through�a�pair�

every�two�and�a�half�months.�But�then�you�have�racing�shoes�
and�track�spikes�on�top�of�that.�Luckily,�there’s�an�organization�
called� Soles4Souls�where� you� can� donate� your� old� running�
shoes�to�people�in�need.�I�found�out�about�that�through�Bryan.”
Clark�wasn’t�the�team�star�in�college�at�Appalachian�State�–�

far�from�it.�He�was�a�non-scholarship�walk-on�for�the�Division�
I�team.�“I�was�basically�one�of�the�worst�runners�on�the�team.�
I�think�the�coach�kept�me�on�because�my�grades�were�pretty�
good�and�I�kept�up�the�team’s�grade�point�average.�I�think�out�
of�all�my�teammates,�I’m�the�only�one�still�running.”�
For�Clark,�running�is�much�more�than�exercise�and�a�stress�

buster.� “Running� has� given�me� confidence.�Whatever� effort�
you�put�into�something,�you’ll�get�out�of�it.�Running�is�one�of�
those�few�sports�where,�yes,�there�is�a�degree�of�natural�talent,�
but�a�lot�of�what�you�put�into�it,�you’ll�get�out�of�it.�If�you�put�
in�the�miles�and�do�the�workouts,�you�are�going�to�get�faster.�
And� that� confidence� is� something�you�can�apply� to� a� lot�of�
things�in�your�life.�I�have�a�real�confidence�that�if�I�just�put�my�
effort�there,�the�results�will�happen.�And�that�mindset�is�a�very�
helpful�and�healthy�one�to�have.”�

Jeff Lyons (jlyons@philabar.org) is senior managing editor of 
publications for the Philadelphia Bar Association.
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Neill�Clark�tries�on�a�new�pair�of�shoes�at�Philadelphia�Runner�at�16th�
and�Sansom�streets.�Clark�says�store�owners�Bryan�Mahon�and�Ross�
Martinson�have�been�very�helpful�with�his�training�over�the�years.
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Attorney�Raina�Goods�with�her�mentor,�Philadelphia�Police�Officer�Darren�James.



A s� a� child,� my� career� goals� ranged� from�
becoming� a� fashion� designer� to� being�
president�of�the�United�States�of�America.�
As� I� grew� older,� I� began� to� think� more�
seriously�about�my�career�path.�Through�all�

my�daydreams,�there�was�one�thing�I�was�sure�about:�I�wanted�
to�be�someone�who�other�people�perceived�as�powerful,�but�I�
also�wanted�to�help�others.�I�thought�about�becoming�a�doctor,�
but� the� thought� passed� since� I� could� not� tolerate� the� sight�
of�blood.�By�my�middle�school�years,�I�decided�I�wanted�to�
become�a�lawyer.
At�age�12,�I�never�fathomed�what�it�would�take�to�become�

a� lawyer,� but� I� knew� that�with� hard�work� it�was� attainable.�
While�this�was�a�longtime�goal,�I�was�concerned�how�I�would�
go� about�making�my�dream� a� reality.�No� one� in�my� family�
was� a� lawyer,� nor� did�we�know�anyone� in� the� profession.� I�
was�extremely�shy�and�shuddered�at�the�thought�of�speaking�
in�front�of�a�room�full�of�people,� let�alone�the�fears�of�even�
one-on-one�conversation.�To� top� it�off,� I�was�growing�up� in�
an�impoverished�Philadelphia�neighborhood�in�a�single-parent�
home.� Luckily,� even�with� these� strikes� against�me,� I� had� a�
saving�grace.�Not�only�did�I�have�a�mother�who�was�eternally�
devoted�to�ensuring�my�future�would�be�filled�with�happiness�
and� success,� I� also� found� comfort,� safety� and� solace� in�my�
Police�Athletic�League�(PAL)�officers,�who�
became�pivotal�figures�in�my�life.�
In�sixth�grade,�I�started�attending�the�Mill�

Creek� PAL� Center� in� West� Philadelphia�
after�it�opened�in�1996.�The�Police�Athletic�
League�started�out�as�a�place�for�me�to�go�
after�school�and�over�the�summer�to�stay�off�
the�unsafe�streets�of�my�neighborhood�and�
out� of� trouble,� but� quickly� became� much�
more:� a� great� influence� on� the� decisions� I�
made�on�a�daily�basis.�Due�to�my�extreme�
shyness,� I� rarely� talked,� and,� even�when� I�
did,�my�voice�was�barely�audible.�But�as�I�
participated�in�PAL,�I�began�to�come�out�of�
my�shell.�I� learned�to�play�basketball,�golf�
and� tennis,� and� participated� in� numerous�
sporting� competitions.� I� learned� PAL� was�
not�just�about�sports�–�it�also�had�educational�
programs.�I�was�always�a�good�student,�but�
I�really�found�my�niche�at�PAL�when�I�participated�in�some�
of� the� academic� competitions� like� spelling� bees,� the� PAL�
Challenge� and� 24�Math� Challenge.�My� love� for� PAL� grew�
and� I� started� attending� the� PAL� center� in�my� neighborhood�
every� day.� I�would�wait� outside� the� doors� for� the� center� to�
open,� and� I�would� be� one� of� the� last�members� to� leave.�At�
PAL,�I�felt�comfortable�in�my�own�skin�and�was�encouraged�
to�develop�my�social�skills,�and�especially�to�be�proud�of�my�
love�of�learning.
I� had� two� great�mentors� during�my� participation� at� PAL:�

Sergeant� Jeff�Campbell� and�Officer�Darren� James.�Sergeant�
Campbell� was� my� first� PAL� officer� and� the� person� who�
encouraged� me� to� enroll� and� attend� PAL.� He� was� very�
passionate�about�PAL’s�mission�of�“Cops�Helping�Kids,”�and�
just�the�type�of�person�I�needed�to�help�me�open�up.�He�was�
the�driving�force�in�my�early�years�and�encouraged�me�to�step�

out�of�my�comfort�zone.�After�a�few�years,�Sergeant�Campbell�
received�a�promotion�and�left�PAL.�I�was�devastated�when�he�
left.�Sergeant�Campbell�was�someone�I�respected�and�whom�

had� taken�a� real� interest� in�me.� I� thought�
things�at�PAL�would�never�be�the�same.��
Before� leaving,� Sergeant� Campbell�

introduced� me� to� his� successor,� Officer�
Darren� James.� � Officer� James� quickly�
became�a�mentor�and�father�figure�to�me.�
He,� too,� was� genuinely� interested� in� my�
well-being� and� success.�Although� I� lived�
a�few�blocks�from�the�PAL�center,�Officer�
James�would�always�make�sure�I�got�home�
safely.�When� report� cards� were� released,�
he�checked�my�grades�to�make�sure�I�didn’t�
need�extra�help.�Due� to�his�diligence�and�
my� own� determination,� my� grades� were�
never�an�issue.
When�I�turned�18�and�became�too�old�to�

participate�in�PAL�activities,�I�volunteered�
my�time.�I�helped�coach�the�PAL�Challenge�
and�24�Math�tournament�teams�I�had�once�

been�a�part�of�and�became�the�head�tutor�for�Officer�James’�
Homework�Club�and�Computer�Education�Program.
When�I�applied� to�colleges,� I�decided�not� to�apply� to�any�

local�schools.�I�needed�to�be�away�so�that�I�could�expand�my�
horizons�and�continue�to�develop�my�social�skills.�I�decided�
to�attend�Hampton�University�in�Hampton,�Va.,�and�graduated�
summa�cum�laude�in�2006.�PAL�helped�alleviate�some�of�the�
burden�of�the�costs�associated�with�college�by�providing�me�
with�a�$1,000�scholarship�each�year�during�my�four�years�of�
undergraduate�study.
After�Hampton,� it�was� on� to� the� next� level� –� law� school.�

I�was� accepted� into� seven�different� schools.�After�weighing�
my� options,� I� decided� to� attend� Drexel� University� Earle�
Mack�School�of�Law�and�became�a�member�of�Drexel�Law’s�
inaugural�class.�While�I�could�have�taken�a�more�traditional�
route�and�attended�an�already�established�law�school,� it�was�
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exciting�to�be�a�member�of�a�prestigious�school’s�first�class.�
This�was�my�chance�to�be�a�part�of�history.�If�there�was�one�
thing�I�learned�from�my�mentors,� it�was�to�make�use�of�any�
opportunity�that�could�further�enrich�my�character,�as�well�as�
my�future.
Attending�Drexel�was�an�experience�that�I�will�never�forget.�

PAL� continued� to� support� me� during� law� school� in� many�
ways.�In�2006,�PAL�awarded�me�the�Anne�Krancer�Memorial�
Scholarship,� which� provided� me� with� a� $5,000� scholarship�
during�my�first�year�of�school.�This�was�a� tremendous�help,�
especially� since� first-year� students� were� discouraged� from�
working.�When� times�were� tough�and� the�workload� seemed�
insurmountable,� I� would� often� confide� in� Officer� James.� It�
was� through� our� frequent� conversations� that� he� encouraged�
me� to� continue� my� path.� He� always� reminded� me� of� my�
humble�beginnings,�as�well�as�the�successes�I�had�achieved.�
With�his�and�my�mother’s�support,�I�continued�to�develop�into�
an� intelligent� and�well-adjusted� student.� In�May�2009,�with�
Officer�James�and�my�mother�watching,�I�walked�across�the�
stage�with�my�head�held�high�as�a�member�of�the�Drexel�Law�
School’s�inaugural�graduating�class.
PAL�is�a�great�program�for�inner-city�youth.�My�one�hope�

is� that� kids� continue� to� take� advantage� of� PAL’s� programs.�
Many� of� my� childhood� acquaintances� participated� in� PAL�
sporadically�or�stopped�attending�once�they�reached�a�certain�
age,�and�many�of�their�stories�did�not�continue�as�happily�as�
mine.�Once�I�realized�what�PAL�had�to�offer,�I�refused�to�fall�
victim�to�the�statistics�of�many�of�my�peers,�such�as�the�high�
rate�of�teen�pregnancy,�crime�and�school�dropout�rates.��
I�often�think�about�how�my�life�could�have�turned�out�had�I�

not�joined.�PAL’s�support�has�been�immeasurable�in�the�way�
it� shaped�my� life�and�helped�me�achieve�my�goals,� and�has�
instilled�in�me�the�belief�that�every�child�has�the�potential�to�be�
someone�special.�I�know�that�as�long�as�PAL�is�around,�many�
children�will�continue�to�be�given�the�encouragement�needed�
to�pursue�their�aspirations.�PAL�officers�will�continue�to�serve�
as�confidants,�mother�and�father�figures,�teachers�and�friends,�
and�uplift�the�thousands�of�inner-city�youth�who�attend�the�26�
PAL�centers�across�the�city.�I�know�I�will�continue�to�follow�in�
Officer�James’�footsteps�and�work�toward�being�an�inspiration�
and�mentor�for�the�youth�of�PAL.
From�a�young�age,�a�law�school�degree�was�my�goal.�I�took�

the� initiative� to� seek� employment� at� a� law� firm� –�The�Law�
Offices�of�Eric�A.�Shore,�P.C.�–�in�high�school.�Not�only�did�this�
law�firm�become�a�starting�point�for�me,�Eric�Shore�became�
a�valuable�mentor�and�his�firm�is�where�I�am�now�employed�
as�an�attorney.�I�am�admitted�to�practice�law�in�Pennsylvania�
and�New�Jersey,�and�currently�represent�individuals�who�are�
disabled�and�seeking�Social�Security�disability�benefits.
With�great�mentors�you�can�be�successful.�One�could�say�

I� defied� the� odds� and� achieved� my� goal� on� my� own.� One�
could�also�say�that�this�was�something�I�was�meant�to�do�all�
along.�I�know�that�my�success�was�mostly�because�of�my�own�
determination.�But,� I�also�know�that� it�would�not�have�been�
possible�without�the�love�and�support�of�the�adults�who�took�
the�time�to�recognize�something�special�in�me.

Raina Goods (raina.goods@gmail.com) is an associate with The Law 
Offices of Eric A. Shore, P.C.
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T o� many� lawyers� and� their�
staffs,� Adobe� Acrobat�
is� “that� free� program”�
they� use� to� read� pdf� files,�

whatever� the� heck� a� pdf� is.�While� the�
free� program� –� the� Adobe� Acrobat�
Reader�–�is�a�necessity�for�virtually�every�
computer�user�–�the�real�power�arrives�in�
using�Adobe�Acrobat� Professional,� the�
Reader’s�full-featured�cousin,�or�Adobe�
Acrobat�Standard,�a�somewhat�stripped-
down� version� of� the� Professional�
edition.� Of� note,� only� the� Professional�
edition� allows� you� to� Bates� number�
documents,� and� to� redact� text,� features�
often�of�great�value�to�attorneys.�To�say�
the� least,� there� is� an� enormous� –� shall�
we�say�gigantic�–�difference�between�the�
free�Adobe�Reader� and�Adobe�Acrobat�
Professional.�Unlike�the�Reader,�Adobe�
Acrobat� Professional� is� extremely�
versatile�software�that�can�dramatically�
improve� how� law� offices� operate,� and�
is�quickly�becoming�a�product�that�law�
offices�not�only�should,�but�must�have.�
In� this�article,�I�will�highlight�a�few�of�
the�Adobe�Acrobat� Professional’s� best�
features�for�law�offices.

ocRinG docuMenTs

One� of� the� best� features� in�Acrobat�
Professional� is� its� ability� to� search�
easily� for� words� and� phrases� in� one�
document�–�or�in�many,�all�at�the�same�
time.� To� do� so,� your� documents� must�
be� OCRed.� OCR� stands� for� “optical�
character� recognition,”� the� process� by�
which� the� software� translates� images�
of� typewritten� text� (handwritten� text�

does� not� OCR� well)� into� editable�
and� searchable� text.� In� Acrobat�
Professional,� you� can� OCR� a� freshly�
scanned� document� or� a� previously�
scanned�document;�in�some�cases,�such�
as�when�documents�are�converted�from�
Word�to�pdf�format,�the�OCR�process�is�
completed�simultaneously.�
To� OCR� a� document� in� Acrobat�

Professional,� open� the� scanned�
PDF,� choose� Document� >� OCR� Text�
Recognition� >� Recognize� Text� Using�
OCR;�from�this�command�you�can�also�
OCR�multiple� documents� at� one� time.�
Next,�in�the�Recognize�Text�dialog�box,�
select�the�pages�you�want�to�OCR,�and�
then�look�at�the�Settings.�Generally,�you�
should�make�sure�that�the�“PDF�Output�
Style”� is� set� to� “Searchable� Image�
(Exact)”�this�setting�assures�that�Adobe�
will�not�change�the�appearance�of�your�
document.

indeXinG and seaRchinG 

docuMenTs

A� valuable� corollary� to� OCRing�
documents� is� the� ability� to� index� and�
search� them.� From� within� a� pdf,� you�
have�two�choices:�Find�or�Search,�both�
of�which�are�located�either�on�toolbars�or�
from�the�Edit�menu.�The�Find�command�
will� search� for� the�word�or� phrase�one�
instance�at�a�time.�The�Search�command�
brings� up� a� separate� window,� which�
searches�for�every�instance�of�the�word�
or�phrase�in� the�current�pdf�and�allows�
the�user�to�go�directly�to�each�instance.
The� real� strength� of� Acrobat�

Professional�is�its�ability�to�index�groups�

of�documents,�including�multiple�files�or�
directories,� and� permit� a� global� search�
of�all�the�documents�and�the�immediate�
display�of�each�“hit”�in�every�document�
indexed.� Creating� an� Index� can� be�
done�either�as�a�Batch�process�or,�more�
commonly,�by�clicking�on�Advanced�>�
Document�Processing�>�Full�Text�Index�
with�Catalog.�The�program�then�prompts�
you�to�select�the�files�to�be�indexed,�the�
location� of� the� index� file,� as� well� as�
other�indexing�parameters.�To�search�the�
Index,� just� open� it� (by� double-clicking�
on�the�file�name�or�opening�it�from�the�
File� >� Open� menu,� remembering� to�
change� the� file� parameters� from� *.pdf�
to�All�Files).�Then,�type�in�the�word�or�
words� you� are� searching� for,� and� wait�
for�the�results.�That�is�all�you�have�to�do.

TypeWRiTeR

This� feature� allows� you� to� type� on�
virtually�any�pdf�document,�just�as�you�
would� had� you� inserted� the� document�
into�a� typewriter.�To�use�the�typewriter�
tool,�click�on�either�the�Typewriter�icon�
on� your� toolbar� or� Tools� >�Typewriter�
>�Typewriter.�From�there,�you�can�type,�
change� the� font,� change� the� spacing�
of� your� typing,� and� do� other� functions�
more� easily� than� you� could� on� a�
traditional� typewriter.� In� addition,� you�
can�also�enable�the�Typewriter�tool�in�a�
document�to�be�opened�in�Adobe�Reader�
by� using�Tools� >�Typewriter� >� Enable�
Typewriter� Tool� in� Adobe� Reader.�
With� that� setting� change,� others� who�
only� have� Adobe� Reader� can� use� the�
Typewriter�on�documents�you�select.

TechnologyTechnology Technology
Unleash the Power of Acrobat Pro

By daniel J. sieGel

Versatile Software a Must-Have for  
the Law Office of Today 
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BaTes nuMBeRinG

Acrobat� Professional� makes� it� easy�
to� apply� identifying� labels� to� a� batch�
of� related� documents.� Bates� numbers�
appear� as� a� header� or� footer� on� each�
page� of� each� pdf� in� the� batch.�Adding�
Bates�numbers,�which�can�be�performed�
in�a�wide�range�of�styles,�is�simple.�Just�
access�the�Bates�Numbering�menu�from�
Advanced� >� Document� Processing� >�
Bates�Numbers�and�follow�the�prompts.�
In� just� seconds� you� can� Bates� number�
one�or�hundreds�of�documents.

RedacTions

Adobe� Acrobat� Professional� allows�
you� to� redact� individual� pieces� of�
information�or�to�globally�redact�a�word�
or� phrase.� Redacting� is� simple,� and�
versatile.� You� create� redactions� from�
either�the�Redaction�Toolbar�or�by�using�
Advanced� >� Redaction� and� choosing�
the�desired�feature.�You�can�choose�the�
color,� if� any,� of� the� redaction,�whether�
there�is�an�overlaying�text,�etc.�

e-Mail aRchiVinG

For�those�lawyers�who�are�not�saving�
e-mail� in� their� case� management�
software,� for� those� attorneys� who� do�
not� have� case� management� software,�
and�for�all�the�others�who�print�out�and�
save� email,�Adobe� now� offers� an� easy�
alternative� –� e-mail� archiving.� The�
following� are� the� steps� necessary� to�
archive� e-mail� from�Outlook,�not� from�
Adobe:
In� Outlook,� select� the� individual�

e-mail� message(s)� that� you� want� to�
archive� and� either� click� the� Convert�
Messages� button� in� the� Acrobat�
PDFMaker� toolbar,� or� Adobe� PDF� >�
Convert� To� Adobe� PDF� >� Selected�
Messages.� Then,� in� the� Save� Adobe�
PDF�As� dialog� box,� select� a� location,�
type�a�filename,�and�click�Save.
Adobe� also� allows� you� to� convert�

multiple�Outlook�e-mail�folders�to�a�new�
pdf.�Just�go�to�Adobe�PDF�>�Convert�To�
Adobe�PDF�>�Selected�Folders.� In� the�
Convert� Folder(s)� To� PDF� dialog� box,�
select� the� folders� you�want� to� convert,�
and� then�select�or�deselect� the�Convert�
This�Folder�And�All�Sub�Folders�option.�
Next,� in� the�Save�Adobe�PDF�File�As,�
select�a�location�and�name�for�the�PDF�
Package.� The� Creating� Adobe� PDF�
status�dialog�box�shows�the�progress�of�
the� conversion.� When� the� conversion�
is� complete,� the� new� PDF� opens� in�
Acrobat.
You�can�also�append�messages� to�an�

existing� E-mail� Archive;� and� Adobe�

is� smart� enough� to� prevent� you� from�
saving�the�same�e-mail�more�than�once.

BaTch pRocessinG

By�applying�one�or�more�routine�sets�
of� commands� to� files,� users� save� time�
and� keystrokes� by� using� an� automated�
batch�sequence,�i.e.,�a�pre-defined�series�
of� commands� with� specific� settings�
performed� in� a� specific� order� that� can�
be� applied� in� a� single� step.� You� can�
apply�a�sequence�to�a�single�document,�
to� several� documents,� or� to� an� entire�
collection�of�documents.�
You� can� use� the� batch� sequences�

provided� by� Adobe� or� define� your�
own.� User-defined� batch� sequences�
appear� in� alphabetical� order� in� the� list�
of� predefined� sequences� and� can� be�
reused.�To�perform�a�batch�process,�go�
to�Advanced�>�Document�Processing�>�
Batch�Processing.

cusToM sTaMps

You�can�create�custom�stamps�–�such�
as�“Copy,”�“Draft,”�or�“Confidential”�–�
and�apply�them�to�one�or�more�pages�of�
a�document.�To�do�this,�select�Document�
>�Watermark�OR�Document�>�Header/
Footer� OR� Document� >� Background.�
Tools�>�Comment�&�Markup�>�Stamps�>�
Show�Stamps�Palette.�From�the�resulting�
dialog,� you� can� customize� virtually�
every� aspect� of� the� stamp,� including�
where�it�appears,�how�it�appears,�and�on�
which�pages�it�appears.
You� can� also� remove� or� update�

existing� headers,� footers,� watermarks,�
and� backgrounds,� shrink� content� to�
accommodate� headers� and� footers,� and�
preview�changes�in�real�time.�Although�
it�takes�a�little�time�to�learn�how�to�use�
this� feature� effectively,� once� you� do,�
you�will�use�it�again�and�again.
This�article�covers�only�the�tip�of�the�

iceberg�of�Adobe�Professional�features.�
The� product� is� extremely� versatile,�
and� its� competition� generally� does� not�
have�all�of�the�product’s�features.�Using�
Adobe� is� a� relatively� inexpensive� and�
highly� productive� decision;� your� staff�
will� be� thrilled� when� they� learn� about�
all� of�Adobe’s� features,� and�how� those�
features� save� time,� make� yours� and�
everyone� else’s� lives� easier,� and� make�
everyone�more�efficient.

Daniel J. Siegel (dan@danieljsiegel.com), 
a member of the Editorial Board of The 
Philadelphia Lawyer, is a local attorney 
who operates the Law Offices of Daniel 
J. Siegel, LLC and is the president of 
Integrated Technology Services, LLC. 

Meet the iPhone 4
Apple�Computer’s�
Steve� Jobs� intro-
duced� his� latest�
gadget� on� June� 7,�
the�iPhone4.

The� phone� has� a�
higher� resolution�
screen,� longer� bat-
tery� life,� multitask-
ing,� a� more� power-
ful� camera� with�
zoom� and�
flash� and� HD�
video.�There’s�
also�video�ed-
iting� software�
available� among�
the�100�new�features.�

The�phone�will�start�at�$199�on�AT&T’s�
network.�The�phone�went�on�sale�in�late�
June.�

is Your office Copier Talking?

Nearly�every�digital�copi-
er� built� after� 2002� con-
tains� a� hard� drive� that�
stores� every� document�
that�has�been�on�the�ma-
chine,� according� to� a�
recent� investigation�
by�CBS�News.�

This� could� become� a�
problem�when�the�device�
is�returned�to�the�vendor�
at� the� end� of� the� lease�
period,�sold�or�otherwise�
disposed� of� without� the�
contents�of�these�drives�be-
ing�securely�deleted.�And�if�
the�copier� is�part�of�a�network� in�your�
office,�users�may�be� required� to� log� in�
for�access,�leaving�even�more�informa-
tion�vulnerable.�

The�American�Bar�Association�suggests�
using� an� application� like�Darik’s� Boot�
and�Nuke,�which�will� securely� erase� a�
hard�disk�until� the�data� is�permanently�
removed�and�no�longer�recoverable.�Us-
ing� this� software� on� leased� equipment�
may�be�a�violation�of�terms.�Check�with�
your�vendor�on�how�to�prepare�and�se-
cure� your� copier’s� hard� drive� before�
returning� the� equipment� at� the� end� of�
your�lease.�And�make�sure�to�ask�about�
ways� to� overwrite� images� and� encrypt�
the� contents� of� your� office� equipment�
and� update� your� office� procedures� �
accordingly.

Tech   briefs
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Summer is here and Samsung and Nikon have pocket-sized cameras perfect for capturing those 
perfect vacation moments. The Samsung TL205 has video displays on both the front and back, mak-
ing self-portraits that much easier to take. Nikon’s CoolPix S70 has a 3.5-inch touch screen display 
on the back for editing and viewing. Both cameras have massive 12.1 megapixel sensors, perfect for 
shooting fireworks and beach action. And both cameras are $200 or less.

Tech  
UPDATE

Features samsung tl205 dualview nikon coolpix s70

image sensor 12.2 megapixels 12.1 megapixels

lens 3x optical zoom 5x wide angle optical zoom

display Front 1.5” tFt lcd; back 2.7” 
wide qvga lcd 3.5” touch panel display

voice recording maximum 10 hours none

video recording maximum 20 hours hd movie mode

dimensions 3.75” x 2.13” x 0.83” 3.8” x 2.4” x 0.8”

media sd card sd/sdhd card

interFace usb 2.0 high-speed usb

power source rechargable lithium-ion battery rechargable lithium-ion battery

price $179.99 $200
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September 10, 11 & 12, 2010

FEATURING STUDEBAKER,
TRIUMPH MOTORCYCLES
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COACHWORK OF PININFARINA

Join us – one day or all three – for this most spectacular event featuring the Friday night barbecue,
the Saturday road rally through scenic Chester County, the Saturday night Black-Tie Gala 

and capped off by a fun-filled Sunday of world-class cars and motorcycles,
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Discounted tickets and information online at www.RadnorConcours.org

Proceeds benefit The Joan Karnell Cancer Center at Pennsylvania Hospital.
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book review

T his� non-fiction� narrative�
is� a� fascinating� story� of� an�
investigation� by� a� real-life�

private�detective,�a� frank�history�of� the�
bitter� struggle� between� management�
and�labor�in�the�early�days�of� the�labor�
movement,� and� a� private� look� at� the�
strengths� and� weaknesses� of� Clarence�
Darrow,�the�great�defense�lawyer�in�one�
of� his� most� famous� cases.� It’s� all� true�
and�is�one�great�read.
The� book� begins� with� the� bombing�

of� the� office� of� the�Los Angeles Times�
on� Oct.� 1,� 1910.� Twenty� people� were�
killed� and� more� than� a� dozen� were�
injured.�Times� publisher�Otis�Chandler�
was� an� outspoken� opponent� of� the�
labor� movement.� For� nearly� 20� years,�
Chandler�had� lead� a� campaign� to�drive�
labor� unions� from� the� Los� Angeles�
area.� By� 1910,� business� leaders� and�
labor�unions� there�were� embroiled� in� a�
fierce�struggle.��The�Times�led�the�fight�
by� constantly� publishing� vitriolic� anti-
union�articles�and�editorials.�The�author�
describes�the�situation�as�a�reflection�of�
a� battle� that� was� occurring� across� the�
country� in� western� coal� mines,� New�
York�sweatshops,�and�in�the�operation�of�
transcontinental�railroads.��The�bombing�
of� the� Times office� further� intensified�
what� some�writers� described� as� a� class�
warfare.
As� an� indication� of� the� lack� of�

sophistication�of�local�law�enforcement�at�
the�time,�the�mayor�of�Los�Angeles�hired�
William�S.�Burns,�the�nationally�famous�
detective� who� headed� the� William� S.�
Burns�Detective�Agency,� to� investigate�
the� bombing.� Burns� had� more� than�
2,000� detectives,� but� Burns� decided� to�
personally�run�the�investigation�himself.�
The� details� of� the� investigation� are�
fascinating�and�the�investigation�is�even�
more� extraordinary� considering� Burns�
did� not� have� the� scientific� techniques�
and�communication�facilities�of�today.
The�investigation�eventually�led�to�the�

arrest�of�two�union�leaders�from�
the�national�headquarters�of�the�
Structural�Iron�Workers�Union�
in�Indianapolis,�brothers�James�
and� John� McNamara.� The�
book� offers� a� disturbing� look�
at�the�law�enforcement�tactics�permitted�
at� the� time.� One� of� the� labor� leaders�
and� an� accomplice,� Ortie� McManigal,�
were� arrested� by� Chicago� police� and�
held�incognito�to�prevent�any�assistance�
by� defense� lawyers� while� extradition�
warrants� were� secretly� obtained� in�
California.� The� other� labor� leader� was�
arrested�in�Indianapolis�and�given�a�swift�
secret�hearing�on�the�extradition�warrant�
without� the� assistance� of� an� attorney.�
Both� labor� leaders� and� the� accomplice�
were� secretly� sent� across� the� country�
by�train�to�prevent�the�filing�of�a�writ�of�
habeas corpus.�
Once� in� California,� with� the� help�

of� local� authorities,� Burns� bugged�
the� attorney-witness� room� where� the�
defendants�eventually�met�with�defense�
counsel.� Burns� also� bribed� a� Chicago�
fortuneteller� who� was� consulted� by�
the�wife�of� the�accomplice.�Burns�paid�
the� fortuneteller� to� tell� the� wife� she�
foresaw�the�McNamara�brothers�turning�
against� her� husband� and� testifying�
against� him.� Then� Burns� permitted� the�
accomplice,�who�was�very�superstitious,�
to�call�his�wife�who�informed�him�of�the�
fortuneteller’s�prediction.�He�eventually�
agreed�to�testify�against�the�McNamaras.
Organized� labor� rallied� behind� the�

two� defendants.� Samuel� Gompers,�
the� head� of� the�America� Federation� of�
Labor,�contacted�Clarence�Darrow,�who�
recently� had� won� the� acquittal� of� Big�
Bill�Haywood,� a�Colorado� labor� leader�
who� was� charged� with� the� murder� of�
the�former�governor�of�Idaho.�Gompers�
said�the�AFL�would�guarantee�Darrow’s�
fee.�Despite�his�past�successes,�Darrow�
was� in� dire� financial� and� physical�
condition�and�was�faced�with�a�faltering�
marriage.� He� had� resolved� to� handle�
only�corporate�matters.�Finally,�Darrow�
agreed�to�take�the�case,�because�he�felt�if�
he�did�not�come�to�labor’s�aid,�he�would�
be�considered�a�traitor�to�labor’s�cause,�

which� he� had� long�
supported�and�defended.
Once� Darrow� took�

the� case,� both� he� and�
Burns� engaged� in�
an� unethical� public�
relations� campaign,�
intended� to� influence�
the� public,� and� most�
likely� the� prospective�
jury� panel.� The� leaks,�

news� releases,� public� comments� and�
the� news� coverage�were� outrageous� by�
today’s� standards,� but� were� common�
practice�at�that�time.
After� an� intense� preparation,�Darrow�

reluctantly� decided� his� clients� would�
certainly� be� convicted,� and� if� so,�
certainly� would� be� executed.� In� the�
midst�of�the�trial�both�defendants�entered�
pleas�of�guilty.�It�was�a�devastating�blow�
to�their�labor�supporters,�and�an�equally�
severe�blow�to�the�labor�movement.�
As� a� result� of� the� trial,� Darrow� was�

indicted�twice�for�bribing�witnesses.�He�
was� acquitted� at� the� first� trial� and� the�
second�trial�resulted�in�a�hung�jury.��
Burns� later� led� the� Bureau� of�

Investigation,� the� predecessor� to� the�
FBI.� He� eventually� resigned� after� he�
was� accused� of� mismanagement� of�
the� investigation� of� the� Teapot� Dome�
scandal� in� the� Harding� administration.�
He�was�replaced�by�J.�Edgar�Hoover.
The� labor� movement� continued� in�

a� down� spiral� until� the� 1930s� when� it�
gained� support� in� Franklin� Roosevelt’s�
administration.� Thirty-eight� members�
of�The�Structural�Iron�Workers�Union�in�
Indianapolis� were� convicted� of� crimes�
related�to�the�bombing.
This� book� is� well� written,� well�

researched,� and� exciting� with� the�
following� caveat.� The� author� describes�
numerous� historical� events� in� the�
fledging�movie�industry.�He�asserts�that�
the�arrests�of�the�labor�leaders�and�their�
trial�was�an�influence�on�producer�D.W.�
Griffith’s�early�efforts�at�movie�making.�
He�fails�in�this�effort.�The�movie�material�
is� not� particularly� relevant� to� the� story�
and,� although� interesting,� adds� little� to�
the�book.

Peter F. Vaira (p.vaira@vairariley.
com), a partner with Vaira & Riley, 
P.C., is a member of the Editorial Board 
of The Philadelphia Lawyer.

By peTeR F. VaiRa

american Lightning
Written by Howard Blum 
Three Rivers Press, 352 pages, $15
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experienced practitioner will get a thorough analysis of the law 
along with practical tips for getting the best results for clients. 
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Philadelphia Bar Association’s Annual 10k Run

Hundreds of Philadelphia lawyers turned out on June 3 for 
the Philadelphia Bar Association’s Annual 10k Run. Steve 
Brown (far right) was the winner of the Bar Association 
competition while Bernadette Coughlin (right) finished 
first in the women’s competition among lawyers. Russell 
Whitman (above, No. 1001) captured top honors in the 
50-to-59-year-old division. 
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We put out the panic.

The hours immediately following a fire are critical. Panic and confusion reign. But
even as emotional concerns engulf your client, practical questions take over. What
should they do first? How will they deal with the insurance people? Who’s on their side? 

Since 1964, IAB’s expert claims adjusters have been helping clients like yours cope
with and recover from catastrophe. We don’t work for the insurance company. We work
for the policy holders. Our experience, tenacity and knowledge of every detail result
in the maximum allowable settlement – typically far greater than they’d get on their
own – and restore peace of mind.

Someday, a client in crisis may turn to you for help. That’s when you turn to us.
Call IAB – before the smoke clears. 1-800-441-7109 or iabclaims.com

The Insurance Adjustment Bureau, Inc. • Public Claims Adjusters • Commercial & Residential
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